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From the President

Rousas John Rushdoony: A Brief History, Part II
“You Are Going to Be a Writer”
By Mark R. Rushdoony

T

here is a photograph of my grandmother that I remember
staring at when I was
very small. It was a picture of Grandma Rose
Rushdoony in a rocking chair in front
of their California farm. She is holding
my father in her lap. I never liked the
picture when I was a child because of
something about it that seemed silly to
me at the time, which was incongruous
with the grandmother I knew.
That photograph was of Grandma
holding a large bunch of grapes in her
right hand, up high so they could not be
missed in the frame, and my father on
her left. She had a smile that conveyed a
real sense of joy. I could understand her
motherly delight at holding her baby,
but I never understood the reason why
she held up the grapes. They seemed a
very strange element to include in a portrait, a pointless prop. It was only much
later I came to understand that picture.
An Armenian Upbringing
My father had a very Armenian
upbringing. My grandparents arrived
in New York City in late 1915 and my
father was born there on April 25, 1916,
a year and a day after the massacres
had begun. His father Y.K. Rushdoony
worked at an Armenian language New
York periodical1 there, when he received
a call to pastor in California. Earlier,
while still in Turkey, he had received a
call to pastor an Armenian Presbyterian
church in Fresno in the heart of California’s most fertile farm region, the San
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Joaquin Valley. He had refused that first
call because he felt the situation in Van
was too problematic, and his family’s tie
to the area for two and a half millennia
gave him a sense that his responsibilities lay there. This time the call was to
start a new church plant in Kingsburg,
about twenty miles south of Fresno.
My grandfather accepted, but on the
provision that he could wait until his
newborn was a little older before commencing the trip west. When my father
was about six weeks old, they left for
Kingsburg, then accessible only by train.
The church was named Armenian
Martyrs Presbyterian Church,2 in honor
of those who had died in “the massacres” as they were universally referred to.
A number of earlier Armenian immigrants had become well-established and
not only encouraged others to come but
loaned them money to buy farmland.
This, and the remaining gold from
my grandmother’s dowry, enabled my
grandparents to buy a farm less than a
mile from town.

Other Armenians followed, some
of them extended family and fellow
survivors from Van. Armenian was the
principal language at home, church, and
at family gatherings. It was a community of faith and common experience.
My grandfather made it a point to know
every Armenian, Protestant or otherwise, wherever he went. If new arrivals
were expected, he greeted them at the
train station. The farm became a stopping point for new arrivals and visitors.
My father often recounted that
these gatherings of Armenians usually
included a recurring topic of conversation. People would ask if anyone had
any knowledge of family and friends
lost in the massacres. Sometimes the
answers were quite graphic. He grew up
knowing his elders were all survivors of
a systematic program to eliminate both
Christianity and Christians from a place
where both had flourished for centuries.
In his study was a picture of the Armenian Martyrs Presbyterian Church. On
the back of it he had written, “My home
church.”
My grandparents had arrived in the
U.S. well before most refugees from the
massacres because a British officer3 heard
them speaking English shortly after they
arrived to safety in Russia. He asked how
they came to speak English, but when
my grandfather told him he had graduated from the University of Edinburgh he
was not believed. One of their few possessions they carried with them, though,
was his diploma. The officer said that
was as good as a British citizenship as
far as he was concerned and urged the
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Russian officials to let this small group
have passage to their desired destination.
They were then allowed to travel on the
long train to Archangel, a port in the far
north on the White Sea with access to
the Barents Sea and from there to the
Northern Atlantic. As such, this rail line
was a crucial and controlled wartime
supply line. Even with the help of that
bold British officer, their travel was only
possible because of the gold coins from
her dowry that my grandmother carried.
No other currency was accepted.
My grandparents’ early arrival to the
U.S. was in contrast to many other refugees. The modern nation of Armenia
was the Russian part of Armenia that
later became one of the Soviet republics. Many extended family members
who had walked the same route lived
through the Russian Revolution and
subsequent famine in the early 1920s.
One of my grandmother’s sisters lost all
of her children save one in those years.
My father recounted the family regularly
observing fasts for those whose sufferings continued for years.
Father and Son
Temperamentally, my father took
after my grandmother, but he was always particularly close to his father, who
he always called “Papa.” There were so
many bitter memories of violence and
injustice that Grandma had no desire
to ever go back to Turkey. She had been
raised in the city of Van, a daughter of
a well-to-do merchant in the Armenian
old city. Her clothes were store-bought
and they lived in a large home. America
offered all that and more. The burden of
being perhaps the only surviving Rushdoony4 long caused Grandpa to hope
for a just resolution to the injustices that
had taken place. Had these been addressed, he would have been willing to
return to his family’s homeland.
Grandma never wanted to talk
about the massacres, whereas my father
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was well-schooled on Armenian and
family history by Grandpa. Part of his
upbringing, my father said, was accompanying his father to church meetings
and visits with my grandfather’s contemporaries. In addition, my grandfather
took frequent long walks. My father
often accompanied him and Grandpa
would often use these opportunities to
discuss things too upsetting to Grandma
to be discussed at home.
My father’s upbringing was an
immersion in the remote and recent
history of the Armenian people. The
community of survivors with whom he
grew up was all survivors of the Turkish
massacres that began in WWI. He was
certainly far more aware of this history
than I was at a comparable age. It was
only much later when I associated that
picture of Grandma with the grapes and
her son with her immediate past that I
realized what it represented.
In the fall of 1915 she had fled for
her life while pregnant with my father,
having just lost her first-born. She had
made do with foul water from puddles
strained through a handkerchief. Bodies
of the dead lined their route into Russia.
At one river crossing they scrambled to
safety on the north bank as those on
the south were being killed. When they
made it to Russia, the only food that
could be found to purchase in wartime
Russia was a small package of cookies.
Because she was pregnant, they were
given to her. Because of her morning
sickness she could not keep them down.
Just two years later she lived on a
farm in a small, peaceful community of
family and friends, with a healthy child
and no fear of persecution. The grapes
were not a silly prop; they represented
the good life of God’s providential blessing. They were the firstfruits of God’s
provision for the future. It wasn’t the
composition of the picture I had to understand; it was my grandmother’s life.

Early Education
My father spoke very little English
before he began school in the public
schools of Kingsburg. He recalled it as
being very old-fashioned and very strict.
At home, his mother taught him to read
and write Armenian.
He very early became a voracious
reader. In those days it was believed you
would damage your eyes if you read
in dim light, such as that provided by
kerosene lamps, so he was constantly being told to put his books away. He later
admitted this was one area in which
he disobeyed. At night when he was
supposed to have gone to bed, he would
crack his door just enough to let in a
sliver of light by which he could read.
He read the Bible through several
times in his youth. Once, his father
mentioned this proudly to a Congregational minister, a man my father
respected very much. The minister
asked my father if he really read “all” of
it. The minister expressed some concern
and suggested that there were parts a
young boy should not be reading. It was
the first time my father was confronted
with such an attitude about the Bible,
and the incident dismayed him so much
he never forgot it and recounted it many
times later in life.
Detroit
When my father was nine years
old, his father accepted a pastorate at
a Congregational church in Detroit,
Michigan. There, the urban schools
were noticeably more secularized than in
Kingsburg. Once, a teacher asked him
what he wanted to be when he grew up.
My father recalled that he was homesick
for the farm, so he replied, “I am going
to be a farmer.” The teacher laughed,
and then replied emphatically: “No,
you’re not. You are going to be a writer!”
Life in the city had its advantages,
though, and one of his fond memories
during his adolescent years in Detroit
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was taking public transit (alone) to see
the Detroit Tiger games, all for pocket
change. Such entertainment was welcome in a city hit hard by the Depression. In 1931, after my father’s freshman
year of high school, Grandpa was in
poor health so the family returned to
the farm in Kingsburg.
High School
My father was glad to return to the
farm, though my father recalled begging
his mother for permission to change
from knickers to overalls before the train
arrived so as not to be made fun of as
a “city slicker.” He attended Kingsburg
High School.
In 1933, after my father’s junior
year, my grandfather took another pastorate, this time at another Presbyterian
church in San Francisco. It was decided
that my father would stay in Kingsburg
for his senior year. The new pastor of
Armenian Martyrs lived with his wife
in the farmhouse with my father, who
was class president that year and editor
of the yearbook. My father’s most vivid
recollection of that arrangement was
the Scottish wife’s firm belief that a boy
could not be healthy unless he began his
day with a very large bowl of porridge
with goat’s milk.
The Kingsburg High School Viking
Yearbook of 1934 was a unique one.
The yearbook funds had been deposited
in a local bank which failed with the
worsening depression. The yearbook
staff was undeterred, and the pages were
printed and bound locally with a rough
cloth over the hardboard covers. Each
picture was glued by hand in every copy.
On graduation he joined his parents
in San Francisco, where he got a job in
the massive Crystal Palace Market, the
71,000-square-foot shopping mall of
its era. He was paid $14 for a 59-hour
week, which in the Depression he later
recounted was a “highly coveted job.”
Men regularly asked to work for free just
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so they could claim work experience. Violence accompanied unionizing efforts
and that job ended when Harry Bridges,
the Marxist leader of the Longshoremen’s Union, called for a general strike
that led to several violent confrontations
with police.
College Years
My father was accepted by the University of California at Berkeley, but felt
four years there was financially impossible. For his freshman year, my father
went to Los Angeles and lived with a
former high school teacher while attending Santa Monica Junior College before
rejoining his parents in and transferring
to the newly opened San Francisco Junior College5 the following year. It was
nicknamed the “Trolley Car College”
because it had no central campus at the
time and students had to travel to various city locations to attend classes.
In his junior year he transferred
across the Bay to Berkeley. It was a
liberal school even then. Marxism was
openly avowed and argued, though
civilly, my father noted.
Several things stood out to my
father as he later recalled his days at the
university. One was that his thinking
shifted permanently from Armenian to
English.
My father went to the university to
study and learn, but one such effort was
so unpleasant he recalled it with disgust
years later. He was already very well-read
in modern literature, but was told that
an educated man must study the ancient
classics. He began a systematic attempt
to digest classical literature. “I would say
it was the ugliest experience of my life,
because I was still too young and naïve
to assess them and say that a lot of this
was humanistic garbage.”
Modern literature he said he could
put into a context, but he thought he
had to find great wisdom in what he was
now reading. “It took me a while,” he

later recalled, “to say, ‘I don’t care what
everybody says. These may be classics,
but they are classics of depravity, classics
of degenerate cultures. What they offer
at their best is evil.’ To me this came to
be epitomized in a book I had to spend
an entire semester studying, Plato’s
Republic. So I wound up with a very
thorough distrust of the university, a
very real hatred of it.”6
Two professors left a lasting impression on him and helped crystalize elements of his thinking. One was Edwin
Strong, from the philosophy department. Though he did not agree with
much Strong had to say, at one point
he felt Strong said something profound.
In a class discussion Strong warned a
student never to discuss the origin of the
universe, but to start with the universe
as a “given.” No matter how far one
pushed back into the future, accounting
for the origin of matter would involve
a miracle as great as the existence of a
creating God. Later, Van Til gave this
“given” a new term, a “presupposition.”
Also, Ernst Kantorowicz described
the Byzantine Iconoclastic Controversy
as a clash between two institutions, each
of which claimed to be the continuing manifestation of the incarnation
of God. The church claimed this right
for itself and its images while the state
claimed it was the greater power and
hence possessed that right. The state
won that battle and has tended to have
the upper hand at many junctures
of Western history, though its divine
claims are now secularized to a purely
political ascendency and right. The
result of this has been statism, of course,
but its origin was a religious claim to
represent God on earth. While the argument is now secularized it is no less a
de facto claim to be, as Hegel said, “god
walking on earth.”
Post-graduate Work
It was also at the university that
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my father began his lifelong librarybuilding. He rarely ate lunch, instead
spending his lunch money at used book
stores. Additionally, before inventory
taxes, books were sometimes available for years after their printing. He
recalled ordering books printed in the
nineteenth century which were retrieved from a dusty warehouse when he
ordered them. He continued at Berkeley
until he completed his B.A. in English
(1938) and his M.A. in Education
(1940), though he continued to take
classes there after he entered the nearby
Pacific School of Religion, a Congregational and Methodist seminary.
The seminary was clearly liberal in
its orientation. He had no interest in a
Presbyterian seminary in San Anselmo
which “was well infiltrated with modernism while pretending to be true to
the faith.” A Baptist seminary in Berkeley he saw as representing “a religion
of sentimental pietism. So I thought
I might as well get my modernism
straight …”7 Moreover, about a third of
his credits came from two other nearby
seminaries: Church Divinity School of
the Pacific (Episcopalian) and Starr King
School (Unitarian).
In at least one area my father proved
more liberal than his fellow seminarians. When he went to take up residence
in the seminary dormitory, it became
obvious that no other student wanted to
share a room with a black fellow seminarian, so my father agreed to, and they
became close friends. Seeing through the
inconsistencies and hypocrisies of humanistic thought began early in his life.
At one point, the issue of Biblical
law arose and my father said he believed
the Bible spoke to all areas of life. He
later said he “got clobbered” for such a
position. It was then he realized that the
suggestion of the Congregational minister years earlier represented, in fact, the
weight of modern church theology, and
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that his view was far from mainstream.
Later he said he found ministers in the
Presbyterian Church U.S.A. who would
privately sympathize or even agree with
him, but who refused to take a stand on
an issue they saw as “too divisive.”
His decision was to keep quiet until
he was ready to defend his position.
Though his position was clear in some of
his early sermons and articles, these were
on specific issues and to targeted groups.
His public presentation of his theonomic
position was the 1973 publication of
The Institutes of Biblical Law. Its publication represented a heavy boot pushed
into the modern church’s door, a direct
challenge to the pietism and antinomian
dispensationalism that made Christianity
so weak in the twentieth century. For the
time being, however, he completed his
seminary studies in the spring of 1944.
By then, the world was at war.
1. Gotchnag
2. Armenian Martyrs Presbyterian Church
was a Presbyterian Church U.S.A. congregation. The martyrdom was not entirely over
by then, though the majority of it took place
in 1915.
3. The officer was a military advisor, apparently. Czarist Russia was allied with the
British in WWI.
4. The seat of the family lay at least another
long day’s walk removed from the escape
route into Russia. My grandfather was only
aware of two distant cousins who survived.
Others now have the same last name as ours
(with variant spellings). My grandfather
knew of at least one family in the United
States he believed took the name because of
its historic significance, but was no actual
relation.
5. Later City College of San Francisco.
6. From the transcript of an oral interview
by Janet Larson conducted December 17,
1979 and January 20, 1980.
7. From the transcript of an oral family history session.
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Feature Article

Physician Rising: What It Takes to Get Up Again
After Being Smashed Underfoot
by Martin G. Selbrede

T

his is the thirteenth in a series of
articles about addiction treatment pioneer
Dr. Punyamurtula S.
Kishore and his ongoing battle with the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, which shuttered his
fifty-two clinics in late 2011, dramatically increasing the state’s death tolls
due to opioid addiction. Space forbids
repeating the story developed in the first
twelve articles. Readers new to this story
are urged to catch up before reading on
(links/references are provided at the end
of this article).
It was noted at the outset of this
series that Dr. Kishore had found far
more respect and interest outside of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, despite naming his revolutionary
treatment method The Massachusetts
Model. We’ll peer into the surprising
new developments on this front at the
conclusion of this article, developments
which amount to powerful confirmation
that “a prophet hath no honour in his
own country” (John 4:44)—but does
receive recognition elsewhere. So we
turn now to setting the stage, providing
additional context to let the truth stand
out in sharper relief.
“For a Just Man Falleth
Seven Times”
Those who have read all twelve previous articles in this series will be able
to see that the entire scope of Proverbs
24:15–16 has played out in real life for
Dr. Kishore. It is worth understanding
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this passage better before proceeding
further. We provide Franz Delitzsch’s
translation1 for the sake of clarity:
Lie not in wait, oh wicked man,
against the dwelling of the
righteous; Assault not his restingplace. For seven times doth the
righteous fall and rise again, But
the wicked are overthrown when
calamity falls on them.
As Delitzsch notes, the righteous
here “does injustice and wrong to no
one,” being the one whom the wicked
choose to target, “driving him by
cunning and violence” out of what he
has built.2 To head off misunderstanding of what is meant by the fall of the
righteous, Plumptre makes clear that
“the Hebrew word for ‘falleth’ is never
used of falling into sin” but rather “into
calamities” occasioned by such assaults.3 In the end, the wicked that laid
siege against the just man will literally
“stumble” and never again rise.4
But the meaning is deeper yet, as we
see when Matthew Henry explains the
schemes of evil men against the innocent (described in verse 15):
The plot is laid deeply: They lay [in]
wait against the dwelling of the righteous,
thinking to charge some iniquity upon
it, or compass some design against it…
The hope is raised high; they doubt not
but to spoil his dwelling-place because he
is weak and cannot support it, because
his condition is low and distressed, and
he is almost down already.5

The result is not what the plotters
and schemers expected, however:

The righteous man, whose ruin was
expected, recovers himself. He falls seven
times into trouble, but, by the blessing
of God upon his wisdom and integrity,
he rises again, sees through his troubles
and sees better times after them … The
wicked man, who expected to see his
ruin and to help it forward, is undone
… his sins and his troubles are his utter
destruction.6

In the course of the previous twelve
articles, we’ve seen the remarkable
achievements of Dr. Kishore and his
pioneering work in addiction medicine,
and the entirety of his life’s work being
attacked from all quarters. This was a
man compassed about with enemies,
each in turn taking a vicious debilitating bite out of him. But now we are
beginning to see the transition from the
grim report of verse 15 to the brighter
outlook of verse 16: the man upon
whom those seven incapacitating blows
had fallen has started to rise back up.
And what is that man facing as he’s
rising again? What has happened in the
nearly five years since the first blows
fell upon him and his clinical practices?
What has become of the political,
cultural, and medical landscape in his
absence? What’s happening in Massachusetts, and more importantly, what’s
happening elsewhere?
A Policy of Scorching the Earth
Massachusetts proper is reaping
what it has sown. The beleaguered
governor’s policies make sense only if
the focus is maintaining the appearance
of doing something about the massively
rising death tolls. The policy statements
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are empty because Governor Baker
is appealing to a compromised, false
source of “help”: the federal government:
Baker recalled hearing from Aaron
Chick, a recovering heroin addict, who
told the governor last week, “I know
what to do when things are bad,” but
“the piece that’s missing is what do we
do after?”
“We have not figured that out,” Baker
said Monday.
Baker suggested the federal government
could play a bigger role around education and prevention with more funding
for research of best treatment practices
and training for prescribers.7 [Emphasis
added]

The governor will not tell the truth
and say, “The missing piece? Our state
imprisoned the doctor who developed
it and took away his medical license.”
As bad as that is, his next suggestion
is worse. The trust8 he reposes in the
federal government for funding more
“research of best treatment practices”
has already been proven to be a dead
end. In the twelfth article of this series,
we showed how such federally funded
research has been deliberately and fatally
skewed to omit important treatment
options from the testing matrix. Such
research is being manipulated to rubber
stamp the status quo solutions the nation’s drug czar favors.
I was provided with an advance
copy of a letter being sent to JAMA
(The Journal of the American Medical
Association), written by a respected drug
researcher (not Dr. Kishore), that would
lead the reader to conclude that the
severity of the drug problem is being
downplayed through a similar process
of distorting the data. The letter points
out that a new 2015 study’s results were
presented “in a manner that prevents
readers from appreciating the full extent
of the risk of long-term opioid therapy.”
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The author illustrates how one 2007
study was wrongly included (it covered
the wrong time duration) while two
pertinent 2002 studies were inexplicably
omitted. The DSM–IV definitions were
used instead of the newer (2013) DSM–
VM conventions, thus allowing two sets
of numbers to come into play, one with
an arbitrarily low range (0.6 percent to
8 percent). The author shows that 18
percent to 47 percent is the actual range
supported by the studies.
This erstwhile researcher’s pending
letter further points out how cancer patients and Tramadol users were improperly omitted from yet another key study,
and that exit interviews of patients who
said they felt addicted to their prescribed painkiller were simply written off,
skewing the results and further cutting
the final numbers in half.
What we’re seeing is a scorched
earth policy being implemented by
faulty deployment of politically directed
(and thus fatally muddled) science.
How does one overcome the hard data
supporting Dr. Kishore’s work? By
deploying smokescreens in support of
inferior treatment programs. Increased
federal involvement will worsen the crisis
because federal orthodoxy favors the replacement opioid therapies that are failing. Dr. Kishore has openly wondered
why states with the highest treatment
rates also have the highest death rates:
which is the cause and which is the effect? Now that more people die annually
of drug overdoses than firearms,9 that’s a
fair question to ask.
The earth is scorched in another
respect: you cannot wage war against
rising drug deaths without counselors
to bridge recovering addicts back to
normalcy. Job turnover for addiction
counselors in Pennsylvania are through
the roof, reaching an “alarming 33% annual turnover rate.”10 Not surprisingly,
the “addictions counselor shortage is felt

more because of the increasing number
of people dying from drugs.”11 How the
nation’s drug czar, Michael Botticelli,
proposes to wage a war with dwindling
troops continues to mystify Dr. Kishore.
Transitioning from Scorched
Foundations to Open Attacks
When scientific research has been
hijacked to support political and/or
business agendas, it’s the foundations
of our culture’s safety net that are being
scorched. Respecting the addiction
counselor shortage, the loss of boots on
the ground is indicative that the human
capital (what there is of it) in the current
fight is also being scorched, despite such
counseling being foundational to resolving the crisis.
The foundations of medical practice
itself have been scorched, and most
readers will easily recognize how it
happened by following Dr. Kishore’s
description: originally, medicine recognized four vital signs (respiration, body
temperature, blood pressure, and pulse).
But an important addition has recently
appeared: the one-to-ten pain scale, pain
scales extending from smiley face to extreme misery, etc.12 Politicians and drug
companies had essentially collaborated
to create something new and dangerous,
as Dr. Kishore explains the situation:
Chronic moderate pain—this is a
category that should not actually exist.
Pain is a symptom, not a diagnosis. It
doesn’t exist in itself: there’s an underlying condition that should be diagnosed
and treated. For example, acute pain is
what we encounter as post-operative
pain (there’s a gunshot wound: we find
the bullet and take it out; there’s an
infected appendix: we remove it; etc.).
But when OxyContin was approved
by the FDA in 1995, a new market
had to be created for this product. This
gave birth to chronic moderate pain and
the happy face scale. A proclamation
concerning coal workers, etc., by the
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then-governor of Kentucky stated that
pain should be treated, repudiating previous medical standards. OxyContin then
came on-line in the Kentucky and West
Virginia coal mines, and chronic moderate pain and its distortion of foundational medicine became entrenched.13

But open attacks on key components
of Dr. Kishore’s method have also arisen.
None are more dangerous than the
attacks on home detox, because there is
no more effective method than home
detox for reasons its detractors refuse to
accept. As Dr. Kishore explains,
The detox method has to have a scientific basis. All the addicted person’s
triggers and cues are manifested in the
home detox scenario: they’re not being
masked, nor should they be. We need
to help the patient through the process
of cue extinction. You overcome by
confronting the cue at home, which
gives the patient a sense of power over
the drug. No masking of cues: you
must extinguish the cues. This can only
be done at home, where the cues are
present, not in a top-of-the-mountain
detox experience elsewhere. The family
connects with the patient because the
addict doesn’t run off to get his drug of
choice: he’s staying home because he’s
not entering withdrawal symptoms.14

But where does one go once one has
publicly rejected Dr. Kishore’s Sobriety
Maintenance and Sobriety Enhancement approaches and heaped mindless
abuse upon home detox (notwithstanding its huge success rate under Dr.
Kishore’s oversight)? In response, The
New York Times essentially scorches the
remaining earth with its March 23,
2016, headline, “Ithaca’s Anti-Heroin
Plan: Open a Site to Shoot Heroin.”15
Small wonder that the day before
that headline appeared, The Blaze ran
its opioid abuse story with an equally
telling headline, “Slaughter Out Of
Control.”16 As noted repeatedly in
earlier articles in this series, the national
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drug czar, Michael Botticelli, insists on
pouring more gasoline on the fire.17 If
you’re selling such gasoline (replacement
opioids), you have a good friend in Mr.
Botticelli. In fact, your program will win
White House awards18 to support current mythologies by diverting attention
from the rising death toll.
This brings us back to home detox
and why it takes a full twelve months to
imprint sobriety back onto an addicted
person’s life, as Dr. Kishore explains it:
All of us need endorphins—natural
opiates. But if you’re supplying opiates from outside, what’s the point of
making natural opiates (endorphins)?
Those factories shut down in the
body. It takes ninety days to retool the
physiological systems to restore natural
opiate production. In other words, the
addict needs ninety days of a drug-free
state.19 This resets the physiology, BUT
it doesn’t deal with the psychological
factors in the so-called seasonal cues
(memories that rekindle throughout the
year). All cues throughout the entire
year must be extinguished and only
home detox, properly administered,
covers this ground.

In effect (and likely by design), the
attack on the innocent described in
Proverbs 24:15 with which we opened
this article is inadequate to tell the
whole story. Beyond the takedown of
Dr. Kishore’s clinics and subsequent
disappearance of his treatment model
detailed in the earlier articles, the steps
we’ve just outlined go further. Such actions find a stunning historic parallel in
Rome’s first century assault on Jerusalem, in which the Romans reportedly
plowed the land under with salt to prevent crops from growing on it. Scorched
earth policies entail salt-poisoned soil.
Physician Rising
But Proverbs 24:15 doesn’t stand
alone. It is complemented by verse 16:
the innocent man, though knocked

down seven times, still rises again.
Those familiar with the Academy
Award-winning movie Chariots of Fire
will recall a scene (based on an actual
event) where Eric Liddell is knocked
down near the beginning of a foot race.
Having now been dealt a huge setback,
Liddell gets back up to pursue the
pack of runners racing away from him.
Remarkably, he overtakes the field and
is first to break the tape, confounding
the received wisdom that he had been
knocked out of the race.
We seem to be witnessing something very similar to the above scenario.
Sadly, there are more parallels than
those between Liddell and Dr. Kishore.
In the film, just moments before that
stunning race began, Ian Holm’s Sam
Mussabini is given a choice line to mutter concerning the event: “I’ve seen better organized riots.” And the state and
national responses to drug addiction
(the latter under Michael Botticelli’s benighted watch) continue to richly earn
that epithet.
But once Dr. Kishore was permitted to travel20 outside of Massachusetts
(thanks to the dedicated efforts of Hal
Shurtleff on the doctor’s behalf), the
process of recovering from the blows
leveled against him, his model, his track
record, his medical license itself, began
in earnest. Doors are opening in other
New England states (and beyond). Dr.
Kishore traveled to Maine in midMarch with Mr. Shurtleff and tells the
story in his own words:
I spent four days in Maine and even
attended a homeschooling convention
there. There’s a groundswell of interest.
Addiction rates are very high there. I
spent an hour and a half with the governor’s key aide. They like the sobrietybased model. The governor himself will
meet with me the first week of April.
Maine has a strong homeschooling
movement and her pastors are serious
people. Maine’s governor is willing to
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do what’s necessary to get things done.

I ask Dr. Kishore if Maine could
license him to practice medicine. He is
understandably guarded in his words:
Yes, but I’m building this up slowly. I
can’t rush it. I need to study the system
that’s set up there. But if nothing else, it
appears that the Massachusetts Model
will not die.

There are other states and groups
keenly interested in Dr. Kishore’s work
and in ways to apply it, extend it, and/
or rekindle it. Perhaps most remarkable
of all is the following news Dr. Kishore
shared with me:
I received an invitation to submit an abstract to the CDC (Centers for Disease
Control) concerning the National Library of Addictions [see the third article
in this series]. I’ve done presentations
for the CDC before. God willing, I’ll be
presenting in August of this year.

As heartening as these reports are,
you’d be mistaken to think that Dr.
Kishore is fully up and running again.
While runner Eric Liddell took a tumble off the track, Dr. Kishore was deliberately kicked off the track, with brutal
steps being taken to keep him out of the
race and impoverished and destitute. We
are now witnessing the process of his
picking himself back up off the ground,
with his eyes on the mark set before
him. In Matthew Henry’s words cited
earlier, “by the blessing of God upon
his wisdom and integrity, he rises again,
sees through his troubles and sees better
times after them.” Or as Dr. Kishore put
it, “The land has been tilled. The time is
right for new models of care.”
This man has no time for self-pity.
He has a race to run and countless lives
hanging in the balance.
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Feature Article

Creation and the Timeless God
by Ian Hodge, Ph.D.

T

he doctrine of
creation has many
implications, not only
to do with the scientific
facts of the universe, but
there are other, more
subtle, issues at stake. One of those has
to do with the idea of the eternal, or
timeless, God. This essay looks at the arguments for a temporal God and offers
suggestions why they are inadequate.
As a result, it concludes that the idea of
the eternal God who created time “In
the beginning” is still the only view that
makes sense not only of the Biblical data
but what we observe in the universe
around us.
When Chalcedon launched its Journal of Christian Reconstruction in 1974,
the first edition was on creation. So
central is creation to the Biblical narrative, that without it, the Bible’s message
is drastically altered. Dr. Rushdoony
saw this, which is why he was influential
in getting Whitcomb and Morris’s The
Genesis Flood in print.
My purpose in this essay is to
explore one aspect of the idea of creation—time. Dr. Rushdoony has a discussion on time in his second volume of
Systematic Theology. There he identifies
time as a moral issue, not a metaphysical
one.1 In this essay, however, I’ll explore
the idea of a temporal God as proposed
by Open Theists. It raises some questions.
Is God getting older? This appears
to be a legitimate question if God is in
time, as some people claim, and we shall
soon identify who these “some people”
are. That may seem a strange notion
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to many Christians who believe God
is outside of time. For most Christians
who hold the traditional view about
God and time, according to the Bible
(1 Tim. 1:17; Heb. 9:14), God is an
“eternal” Being and the traditional view
accepts this as indicating God is outside
of time—eternal. Yet, so prolific has the
notion of a temporal God become that
John Frame can write, “So at present
one may speak of a consensus among
theistic philosophers that God is in
time.”2
Since the time of the early church,
there has been discussion on the nature
of time and God. Augustine, Aquinas
and Boethius all contributed to the
discussion in some form or another. In
recent years, the discussion gained new
impetus with the views of proponents
of Open Theism. They ask whether
time is something created? If so, does it
entail that God is a timeless God, or is
time “eternal,” thereby implying God is
temporal?
When it comes to things eternal, it
is helpful to remember what the Bible
has to say on the matter:
He has made everything suited to
its time; also, he has given human
beings an awareness of eternity;
but in such a way that they can’t
fully comprehend, from beginning to end, the things God does.
(Eccles. 3:11)
Concepts such as past, present, or
future are everyday concepts. At least
it was for me yesterday, is still so today,
and I expect it to be the same tomorrow.
And it is the same for most humans. But

in the traditional view of theology, God
is beyond time, being “eternal.” Some
people think of time as if it were a river,
God is upstream, downstream, and right
in front of you all at the same time. No
matter how we think of time, the key
point is this: God transcends time as
humans know and experience it. But
how does He transcend time, or in what
ways does He transcend time? And if
God transcends time, how can it be said
that He is “in time”—a temporal God?
The Problem Defined
You begin to get an inkling of the
problem when you think of “In the
beginning … “ (Gen. 1:1). Traditionally,
this has been thought of as the beginning not only of the existence of the
universe but of time itself. When you
think like this, you soon begin to think
of God as existing before the creation of
time. But what meaning can it have to
think of before time began, if indeed it
had a beginning? For words such as “before” or “after” are time-related words.
Is it even possible to conceive of God
as “before” time? And what would that
“before” look like? God is usually said
to be transcendent, somehow over and
above His creation. R.C. Sproul explains
transcendence this way:
When the term transcendent is applied
to God, however, it does not refer to
God’s location or physical stature. It
does not mean that God is bigger, fatter, or taller than creatures. Nor does
it mean that he lives way up in the sky
somewhere east of the moon and west
of the sun. The term refers specifically
to the order of being God represents. It
refers to his ontological status. When
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theologians say God is a transcendent
being, they mean that he transcends
every created thing ontologically. He is
a higher order of being precisely at the
point of his being. The specific point
is that he is a self-existent and eternal
being who has the power of being in
himself. He is uncaused. He is selfexistent.3

So if God is ontologically different,
does that include a difference in
relationship to time? Traditional
theology affirms that is so, but this is
being challenged.4
William Lane Craig suggests that
God was atemporal “prior to” the
creation of time, but now he is temporal—within time. He argues, “if all
events exist timelessly in God’s eternal
reference frame, then none of them can
exist earlier than, simultaneously with or
later than another event, for these are
temporal relations.”5 In the view of the
temporalists, if God is simultaneously
upstream, downstream and in front of
you, it is not possible for God to speak
of upstream and downstream, past or
future events.
What Is a Person?
Some people have raised the notion
of “person” to determine the meaning of
the being of God and time. What does
it mean to be a person? Can a person
exist out of time? The following passage
is often quoted as a way of getting the
discussion off the ground:
Surely it is a necessary condition of
anything’s being a person that it should
be capable (logically) of, among other
things, doing at least some of the following: remembering, anticipating,
reflecting, deliberating, deciding, intending, and acting intentionally. To see
that this is so one need but ask oneself
whether anything which necessarily
lacked all of the capacities noted would,
under any conceivable circumstances,
count as a person. But now an eternal
being would necessarily lack all of these
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capacities in as much as their exercise
by a being clearly requires that the
being exist in time. After all, reflection
and deliberation take time, deciding
typically occurs at some time—and in
any case it always makes sense to ask,
‘Where did you (he, they, etc.) decide?’;
remembering is impossible unless the
being doing the remembering has a
past; and so on. Hence, no eternal being, it would seem, could be a person.6

This proposed “definition” of what
it means to be a person, though interesting, is not necessarily complete. A key
issue in the doctrine of the Trinity is the
matter of relationality or interpersonal
relationships. Is it possible to be a person without any relationships with other
persons? The Coburn definition (in the
quote above) of “person” is inadequate
because it mentions nothing about relationships, and therefore is an incomplete
basis on which to draw conclusions
about the nature of God.7
Craig does not quote Coburn to
agree with his conclusion, as does Dr.
Skip Moen. Moen concludes, “The
analysis of the logic of personal capacities seems to destroy any hope of speaking of an essentially timeless person.”
On the other hand, Craig concludes,
“Now even if Coburn were correct that
a personal being must be capable of
exhibiting the forms of consciousness he
lists, it does not follow that a timeless
God cannot be personal. For God could
be capable of exhibiting such forms of
consciousness but be timeless just in
case he does not in fact exhibit any of
them.”8
At this point, it is not necessary to
accept Craig’s version of a timeless God.
But what Craig has done is establish the
framework for identifying a false argument. Consider this:
P1: If God were in time, He would be
capable of remembering, anticipating,
reflecting, deliberating, deciding, etc.

P2: God is capable of remembering,
anticipating, reflecting, deliberating,
deciding, etc.
Conclusion: Therefore, God is in time.

Craig, by providing another explanation, exposes the argument in its
current form as the fallacy of affirming
the consequent.9 This fallacy could be
avoided if it can be shown that the explanation identified is the only possible
explanation. Craig shows it is not the
only possible explanation, thus the fallacy is committed by temporalists such
as Skip Moen. But it is more than this.
Having established the idea of
person this way, these criteria are then
“read back” into God by the temporalists. And the conclusion is that in order
for God to be a person, He cannot exist
timelessly, since all these conditions
require a temporal state of being. Their
logic works something like this (or
doesn’t work, as the case may be):
P1: A temporal person remembers,
anticipates, reflects, deliberates, etc.
P2: God is a person who remembers,
anticipates, reflects, deliberates, etc.
Conclusion: Therefore, God is
temporal.

The conclusion simply begs the
question, however. Why can’t an
atemporal being remember, anticipate,
reflect, deliberate, etc.? Such a possibility
is simply ruled out, a priori. Yet how it
would be possible to know this about an
eternal God is problematical. And what
has happened to transcendence? It seems
to have disappeared. Such a position
assumes an ontological similarity about
the idea of person, that God and man
have some kind of identicalness in their
being. But it also assumes that eternity
and time are somehow similar to one
another so that time is a correlative to
eternity. This assumption, however, is
up for a serious challenge.
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The Proper Starting Place: God
At once we are thrown into a
discussion about God and the nature
and attributes of God. But the key to
understanding the resolution to these
issues is to find the proper beginning in
the chain of systematic thinking that is
behind the discussion of God and time.
What is the proper starting place
in human thinking of any kind? The
proper starting place is with God and
man created in His image. But this
already imposes a two-level theory of
reality or being. God’s being is uncreated while man is created.10
Here we are back at the transcendence question once again. But if the
starting place is God the uncreated
being, what attributes must He have
in place to be that starting point? Can
a temporal God be self-existing and
self-determinative? What would be His
relationship to time, one of dependency? Can a temporal God qualify as the
starting place in human predication? Or
it could be put this way: is true meaning
found in time or eternity?
When the question about meaning
is asked this way the word eternal is
contrasted with the word time. In
traditional theology, eternal means
outside of time, beyond time, or
some such notion. But our problem
as creatures is that we have no way of
knowing what “beyond time” might be
or mean. We are, after all, creatures of
time, and even though we are offered
eternal life, eternal here is not the same
quality that is usually attributed to
God. If man could become eternal like
God, he would begin to participate in
divinity. But if God is a temporal God,
does that mean mankind is already
participating in divinity?
Thus, the question of the timeless
God is ultimately a question about the
nature and character of God as well as
the nature and character of time itself.
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When God declares “I change not”
(Mal. 3:6), this has been traditionally
understood that He does not change in
His essence. From that, some questions
then follow:
If God is limited by time, is He also
limited in His knowledge and His
power, for example?
For man, time is a limitation. Is it also a
limitation for God?
For man, time is the theater of change.
Is God changing? If so, in what ways is
He changing?
For man, time is the theater of aging. Is
God getting older?
If He’s not getting older or He’s not
limited by time, then God obviously
transcends time in some manner. In
which case it appears reasonable to ask:
In what way is God temporal if, in fact,
He is temporal at all?

Is God Being or Becoming?
Consider the philosophy of being. When Parmenides and Heraclitus
locked horns over the nature of change,
the question arose whether humans are
being or becoming? A being that has yet
to reach its full potential is becoming.11
The existence of the universe is only
explained by a being that has the power
of existence within him and therefore is
not caused to exist by something else.
Such a being is self-determinative, and
self-determination implies no change.
For if God were subject to change, it
would imply something else must have
existed besides God that influenced
change within Him. And that would
mean God has not yet reached His full
potential—He is becoming.
You can see from the questions and
the possible answers that the difference
between created and uncreated being is
at the center of the discussion. Is God
really potentially and actually fully realized? Or is there some aspect of God
which has not yet reached its potential?

For example, His knowledge. Does God
know everything, or is He still learning?
Some people suggest He is still learning, that the only things He can know
now are things that are timelessly true.
Other things, such as what you will be
doing tomorrow, are not timelessly true
according to one writer, they are contingently true, and God does not know
what you will do until you do it.12
Gregory Boyd is quite adamant
when he says, “the only remaining issue
from God’s perspective is how He might
strategically weave the wicked character
of these ‘sons of perdition’ into His
divine plan.”13 In other words, Boyd
attributes process into the being of God.
If this is a true representation of God,
then the whole question of God’s selfdetermination is called into question. If
God is still learning things (what people
will do in the future), then ontologically
He is still in the category of becoming,
not fully actualized. Though He may
know all the possible actions you might
take, He does not know which actual
one until you make it. At which point,
God becomes the great super-reactor to
the actions of man. “Perhaps,” suggests
Paul Helm in his defense of a timeless
God, “God is only an enlarged and
magnified human being.”14 But if God,
like man, is still learning new things,
how can He be totally self-sufficient?
Apparently He needs the libertarian free
will decisions of His creatures in order
to finally discover what His next course
of action will be.
Boyd, however, explains himself
when he writes, “God can at some point
predetermine and/or foreknow some
things about the future without eternally
predetermining and/or foreknowing
everything about the future.”15 But this
is confusing. Consider this: How can
God predetermine some things unless He
predetermines and controls all things?
Without total control, God’s attempts
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at predetermination or foreknowledge
would become merely a “best guess”
by a now divine being who appears
as a lame duck in the futures game.
God, apparently, is no more than a
player in the cosmic game of chance
or probability: sometimes He wins,
sometimes He loses. Somehow, however,
He can overcome the adversity and
eventually get what He wants. But here
we see God merely as the great cosmic
reactor, a Super Genie able to overcome
all adversity in a single leap—but
unable to bring human future events
into reality with any certainty. In other
words, God is subject to chance or
random activities foreseen as potential
acts by Him but beyond His control,
which makes time-bound human events
the ultimate dictator of God’s activities.
Such a God cannot be self-sufficient or
self-determinative.
For Gregory Boyd or Skip Moen, it
is time that determines everything. All
the events of the universe obtain their
meaning from the existential and libertarian free-will actions of man.
The question must be asked,
however, what drives the conclusions of
Moen and Boyd and the open theists?
Is Libertarian Free Will
the Only Choice?
Behind the debate over God and
time is the notion of free will and infallibility. For open theists, man does not
have a free will if God knows infallibly
today that you will be run over by a bus
at 2:37 p.m. tomorrow afternoon. If God
knows this infallibly today, then there is
nothing you can do, apparently, to avoid
the catastrophe. But already you can see
a good part of the problem: it assumes
God acts in a time-tensed environment,
that His thoughts are sequential in some
fashion. Sequence, however, presupposes
time. Thus, Dr. Moen concludes
Since we have argued that timelessness
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is not only inconsistent with the idea
of personhood, it is internally incoherent in relation to acts of cognition, it
should be obvious that the only logically acceptable view of omniscience
for a Christian God is one in which
God logically cannot know the definite
truth-values of propositions about some
future events.16

But there is a lingering question
raised by Moen when he suggests
that God has somehow limited His
knowledge. How could He who knows
everything limit His knowledge? By
pretending He does not know things?
That’s not a limitation of knowledge;
that’s just making a pretense about one’s
knowledge of certain future events.
The idea of the absolute sovereignty
of God implies that God micromanages
the events of the world. But such a view,
contends Gregory Boyd, would demean
God’s sovereignty.17 For Boyd, God
knows and determines some events in
the future, but not all of them. Apparently He has taken a deliberate policy
of limiting His knowledge in order to
make room for human free will. But the
question then is this one: Can God limit
Himself? And would any such limitation mean that He is no longer God?
You can begin to see what is at stake
in the discussion, and the traditional
view has always attempted to hold on
to God’s character as the bedrock of
systematic theology.
Dr. Moen sees the discussion as one
that is to be controlled by logic. Saying
that the discussion should be controlled
by logic, however, explains very little.
Human beings, made in the image of
the God who is Ultimate Rationality,
are always logical to their presuppositions, though their premises are often
faulty. So when Dr. Moen asks for logic,
he is really asking that all the decisions
be made on the basis of his presuppositions. And therein lies the real matter of
debate: who has the correct presupposi-

tions about God, free will, omniscience
and infallibility?18
The real discussion, then, is the
relationship between the eternal and
the temporal. Here, Van Til provides an
answer:
Again, if we are asked, What do you
think of the relation of the eternal to
the temporal?, we reply that the eternal
for us does not exist as a principle but
as a person, and that as an absolute
person. Accordingly, we do not use the
eternal as a correlative to the temporal;
we use the notion of the eternal God
as the personal creator of the temporal
universe.
Once more, if men ask us as to which
is first, becoming or being, we reply by
saying first of all that the term becoming
cannot be applied to God. God’s being
is not subject to becoming. He is eternal
being. And as for created being, it is in
the process of becoming by virtue of the
plan of God. God’s being is therefore
“before” the becoming of the created
universe. The eternal One-and-Many
are “prior to” in quotation marks. It
will readily be seen that if our theory of
reality is true, we cannot simply say that
God is prior to the universe, meaning by
“prior to” temporal priority. Inasmuch
as God is not subject to time, we cannot
enclose him in the calendar. God is the
creator of time itself as a form of created
being. On the other hand, if we say that
God is “prior to” the created universe
we do not simply mean what is usually
meant by logical priority. God is, to be
sure, logically “prior to” the created universe but he is logically prior by virtue of
the fact that he has actually created the
universe with its temporal form out of
or into (sic) nothing.19

So God’s nature is the unmovable point in theology. This is why, for
example, the Cosmological Argument,
in order to be carried, requires a God
who is a necessary being, who has within
Himself the power of existence. Sproul
concludes, “Something must have
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the power of being within itself (selfexistence or aseity) or nothing would or
could possibly exist … An ontologically
necessary being is a being who cannot
not be. It is proven by the law of the
impossibility of the contrary.”20 This
means, among other things, that God is
self-existent, or self-determinative. And
conservative Christianity has always
attempted to maintain the difference
between that which is created and that
which is uncreated. Thus, “For the
orthodox Christian the triune God is
ultimate, and the whole of creation is
His handiwork and thus derivative.
It does not undercut the reality of the
creation, and thus of time, to say that it
is created: rather, it simply identifies the
kind of reality it is.”21
Paul Helm comes to a similar conclusion: “Why cannot divine timelessness consist in a manner of existence
which sustains no temporal relations
with human time? If God timelessly
exists he is neither earlier nor later nor
simultaneous with any event of time.
He exists timelessly.”22
If time and eternity are equated as a
series of chronological events, then man
is already living in the eternal and God
and man have an equality of “being” at
this particular point. Now traditional
theology points out that man is made
in the image of God. But in what way is
man in the image of God? The answer
implies that man is an analogy of God
in some way. But if you consider the
arguments of the open theists, they try
to make God an analogy of man. It’s a
reverse via negativa. This is how they get
to the point of arguing that in order for
God to be a person He must be within
the temporal order, for the only persons
they can identify are those like you and
me. We exist as persons, so therefore
God must exist as we do—temporally.
And that is simply logic of the worst
kind, a non sequitur.
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Does History Have Meaning?
There is yet another issue, and that
is the meaning of history itself. If time
is eternal, then history becomes meaningless. In the traditional view, time, a
created reality, serves the purposes of
God. Thus instead of a cyclical history
of meaninglessness, history becomes the
theater where God achieves His ultimate eschatological events. Attempting
to make time ultimate, however, leads
to broader philosophic problems. Not
surprisingly, those “philosophies which
have as their premise the ultimacy of
time end in a world and life negation
and a desire to escape from life into a
nirvana of nothingness.”23
We are left to ask: what happens to
the transcendent God if God is temporal, that His knowledge of future events
is limited and so His knowledge is still
growing? The answer is that the transcendent God disappears. But this has
broader implications.
The basis of science is a rational
universe, a universe where every item has
its meaning from the God who created
all things. Each fact or event occurs
where and when it occurs because it was
designed to be that way. Without design,
however, the idea of brute factuality is
introduced. Brute factuality implies
unique events—random events. These
are the kind of events required by Dr.
Moen and the open theists who have
challenged the traditional view of God
and time. For them, the notion of free
will requires random events. So, if you
do get run over by a bus at 2:37 p.m.
tomorrow afternoon, that event was
random, unplanned, and while it may be
a possibility in God’s mind, it was not an
actual event to God until it happened.
Thus, chance, or magic, or superstition becomes the center of the
discussion. If there is no transcendental
meaning, then man’s only recourse is to
his own private opinions.

Modifications to
Traditional Theology
Dr. Moen explains, “Apparently the
only avenues open to a theistic proponent of free will are modifications of
one or both of the key doctrines—omniscience and infallibility.”24 For Dr.
Moen, it also requires a modification to
the idea of a timeless God. There is, of
course, yet another possibility. And that
is his definition of free will is defective
in the first instance. For if libertarian
free will is denied in favor of the idea
of the free will of secondary causes, to
quote the language of the Westminster
Confession, John Frame’s conclusion
is valid: “[I]t seems to me that once
we deny the existence of libertarian
freedom, all the relevant considerations
favor atemporality, and none favor
temporality.”25
In other words, the debate about
time and God, His alleged lack of omniscience and the denial of His infallibility, are built on the bed of a philosophical discussion about the nature of free
will. Libertarian freedom implies the
idea that man is totally beyond the control of God when it comes to free-will
choices. To deny infallibility, however,
is to eliminate the possibility of any
truth claim, for every truth claim has an
explicit or implied infallibility.
Consider the argument:
(P) If libertarian free will exists, it
will demand (Q) modifications to
omniscience or infallibility or God’s
atemporality.
(Q) Modifications to omniscience,
infallibility and atemporality are
identified.
Therefore, (P) libertarian free will is
proven.

This is the argument constructed by
those who oppose the traditional view
of God. Put in this form, it can be seen
that the argument is a fallacy. And that
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is because the proposed modifications
are neither essential nor necessary. For
if the definition of “libertarian free will”
is in reality a faulty definition then no
amount of modifications to the traditional views about God can rescue that
bad definition.
The Impossibility of Infinite Time
A question has to be asked about
the relationship of a temporal God
to time and infinity—and logic. The
temporalists are suggesting that God
has existed infinitely in time. Their view
requires the existence of time before the
creation of the universe. But here they
come into conflict with the idea of an
actual infinite. In the temporal view,
there must be an infinite series of events
that have taken place up to this present point in time. This, however, is a
logical impossibility. You cannot have an
infinite series of events and then attempt
to add yet another event into the chain.
For if you are still adding to the chain
of events then the series is not infinite.
In the words of Craig, “the formation of
an actual infinite by successive addition
is impossible because one can always
add one more.”26 If the time-clock is
still ticking away, then you have not
yet reached an infinity in time, and
therefore, if the idea of a temporal God
was accurate, both time and God had a
beginning.
Thus, in the temporal view, since
the series of events is not yet complete
and therefore not infinite, God must
have had a beginning. And if God had a
beginning, He is not God.27
Conclusion
Who is God? What kind of attributes are necessary for the God who
does all that is revealed in the Bible?
Historically, the theologians came down
on the side of a timeless God, not a
temporal God.
Since both God and time become
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finite on the temporalist view, the
alternative and traditional view remains
intact. Time was created.
The doctrine of creation and the
Genesis record thus provide the important backdrop for establishing the
character of God and the nature of time.
It is unfortunate that so many
people struggle with the absolute sovereignty of God. But that is the issue in
the discussion about the timeless God.
In the Augustinian–Calvinist view, it
is the absolute sovereignty of God that
establishes the “liberty or contingency
of second causes.”28 Man’s actions only
obtain their true meaning when viewed
against the backdrop of the absolute
plan of God. Otherwise, man’s actions
are merely person-relative in terms of
their meaning. Without a transcendental place to establish the meaning
of man’s actions, man’s “free will” drifts
into the vast ocean of chance with no
guarantee that free will has any meaning whatsoever. And thus history itself
becomes a meaningless series of events
rather than the theater where God
achieves his purposes without fail.
Ian Hodge, Ph.D. is a long-term supporter
of Chalcedon and an occasional contributor
to Faith for All of Life. He is now semiretired, but for many years was a business
consultant in Australia, USA, Canada,
and New Zealand, and a prominent piano
teacher in Australia.
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Feature Article

Sharing Your Life:
The Christian Way to Kingdom Service
by Andrea Schwartz

M

y resume includes
the distinction
that I was an active
home educator for over
twenty-eight years. I
often joke that when
I ran out of children to homeschool, I
began my “career” as a writer and mentor, helping younger women maneuver through their journeys with their
families.
During the time I was the primary
teacher for my children, I received
many positive and negative comments
about our family’s educational choice.
They ranged from the customary, “I
could never do that! I just don’t have
the patience,” to “How selfish it is to
restrict your gifts and talents to just your
own children. You should send them
to school to be missionaries to other
kids, and you should get credentialed as
a teacher so that with your talents you
could help many children and just not
your own.” I always laughed at the latter
criticism based on its faulty logic. This
collectivist view held that by giving priority to my own family I was cheating
others. By God’s grace, a sound theology
allowed me to dismiss these “helpful”
pieces of advice as the distractions they
were.
Now that the season of life I enjoy
does not include day-to-day teaching,
and running children to various activities and lessons, I am in a position to
utilize my experience as a teacher and
put it to productive use. Those 28-plus
years served as my “advanced degree”
studies as I took three children from be-
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ing uneducated to well educated, and in
the process, I acquired useful, transmittable knowledge. Rather than pursue
additional schooling, as some suggested,
I purposed to apply what I had learned
and share it with others. My personal
ministry became sharing my life with
those God placed in my path, and putting to good use all that He had allowed
me to learn.
What Is Ministry?
It is a shame that the word
“ministry” has been relegated to
something that the ecclesiastical realm
is responsible for. Per Webster’s 1828
Dictionary, the definition offered, the
office, duties or functions of a subordinate
agent of any kind, is not limited to
ecclesiastical matters. It is time that
the people of God recognize that as
subordinate agents (disciples) of the
Lord Jesus Christ, we have a duty and
obligation to recognize our office,
duties, and functions.
Because we have ghettoized the concept of ministry to be something apart
from our day-to-day lives, and often
limited to the clergy, we have neglected
key components of the dominion
mandate/Great Commission to disciple
the nations. What if we considered the
degree to which we are sharing our lives
with others, as either individuals or
families, a benchmark of our gratitude
and appreciation for our eternal salvation and God’s grace towards us? What
if dedicated believers determined truly
to be salt and light within the sphere
of their everyday existence? The results

would be staggering.
For those of us who desire to see our
culture reconstructed according to Biblical guidelines and mandates, we have a
duty, responsibility, and opportunity to
reach out into our surrounding culture
and shine the light of Christ. This does
not mean that we need do anything
extraordinary to find an area of ministry where we can immediately begin
to serve. Ministry should be a logical
extension of what we already do.
Whatever occupies our time and
focus can be extended, in compassionate
ways, to others as a means to share Jesus
as we share our life with them. One does
not need to be “credentialed” by anyone
other than our Savior to go about making disciples of those whose paths cross
ours—by assisting in tangible ways,
whether within our extended family, our
neighborhood, our church congregation, or even the workplace. Moreover,
it does not need to be in great numbers
to be God-honoring. As Jesus stated,
“Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of
these my brethren, ye have done it unto
me” (Matt. 25:40). This is the subject
of compassion and it falls into the area
of charitable works. Recall that St. Paul
tells us in 1 Cor. 13:13: “And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but
the greatest of these is charity.”
R.J. Rushdoony points out,
In the Bible, compassion or pity is
always associated with grace. Having
received the grace of God, we manifest it to others. We too often hear of
people who show compassion to the
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poor and needy, but less often that their
motivation is grace. When grace is our
motivation, we know the limitations of
our efforts, and how limited is the good
we can do, and how great God’s power
and works. As we survey the evil in men
both high and low, we know that the
resolution lies in God’s sovereign grace.
For us then, the necessity is to recognize
that the cross means judgment on sin.
If God the Son, as man’s last Adam,
undergoes judgment for His people,
how can men and nations expect to
evade judgment for sin? We know they
shall be judged. Our duty is to obey
our Lord, be charitable where we can,
and to know that, however miserable
may be the results that we see, in Jesus
Christ, our “labour is not in vain” but
will accomplish His purpose (1 Cor.
15:58). Our work is thus one of reconstruction, knowing that the design is
not of us but the Lord.1

Immediate Areas of Ministry
And he also went on to say to the
one who had invited him, “When
you give a luncheon or a dinner,
do not invite your friends or your
brothers or your relatives or rich
neighbors, otherwise they may also
invite you in return and that will
be your repayment. But when you
give a reception, invite the poor,
the crippled, the lame, the blind,
and you will be blessed, since they
do not have the means to repay
you; for you will be repaid at the
resurrection of the righteous.”
(Luke 14:12–14)
People prioritize their time according to what is important to them. It is
all too easy to breeze over Jesus’s words
in the gospel with a hearty “Amen,”
without real, tangible applications in
our lives. We all have areas that occupy
our time that, with a little effort, can be
extended to help those who are not in a
position to repay us. By doing so, we are
merely adding to those things already
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taking place in our own lives, with an
emphasis to share our lives with others.
When my children were young, I
was not in a position to volunteer as
a counselor at the local community
pregnancy center. That did not hinder
me from pro-life ministry. I involved my
son from a young age with me in activities such as operating a pro-life booth
at the county fair. In addition, he and
other young pro-lifers produced a regular newsletter, Kids for Life, expressing
their plea for the unborn. To this day, he
remains committed to the cause of ending abortion and supporting ministries
that work to that end.
My youngest daughter volunteered her time, when she was quite
young, washing donated clothes that
the pregnancy center received in order
to have them clean before giving them
to mothers in need. Additionally, our
family asked the local pregnancy center
to send women our way who did not
have a support structure in place to
help them during their pregnancies. We
shared holidays with them and I had
the privilege of being the labor coach
for two of them when they gave birth to
their children.
You see, none of these went outside
of what we were already doing. Our efforts were an extension of our lives and
a reflection of our appreciation for what
the Lord had done for us—something
that we could never repay. And, as in all
cases of obedience to the directives of
God’s law-word, we were the richer for
it.
An Immediate Need
Almost Anyone Can Fill
Illiteracy remains a problem in our
society. In many ways, it is the result
of a godless, statist, educational system
that does not address children as people
made in the image and likeness of God.
Along with the myriad of other problems that result when students don’t

become good readers is their separation
from the means by which Jesus Christ
becomes known to them. While it is
true that as people we first hear God’s
Word, without the ability to steep oneself in the text of Scripture by being able
to read it, personal responsibility and
self-government are almost impossible
to attain. This is an area where Christians can have an immediate impact,
and in the process transmit vital Biblical
principles.
The purpose of God’s law is to provide
government under God, not under
men, not the church, nor the state.
God’s law is the means to a free and
godly community. In surveying Biblical
law, we must first recognize its premise.
Fallen man can only create a sinful
society and a tyrannical one. The goal
of unregenerate man is a new Tower
of Babel, Babylon the Great. It means
playing God and controlling all things.
The goal of regenerate man in Christ is
the kingdom of God and the New Jerusalem, a realm wherein righteousness
or justice dwells (2 Peter 3:13). Fallen
man cannot build a just social order
because he is in revolt against the God
of all justice or righteousness and His
law, which is justice. God’s law is “the
perfect law of liberty” (James 1:25), and
it is a law hated by all who are in sin,
which is slavery (John 8:31–36).2

Christian individuals and families
are in a position to play a significant role
in removing the bonds of slavery that
entangle so many. By helping others
(both old and young) bridge the gap
from illiteracy to literacy, we have the
opportunity to help them become free
indeed (John 8:36). What’s more, this
can be a great chance for young people
still living at home, and who are good
readers themselves, to contribute to
the lives of others. The simple rule of
thumb is this: If you can read, you can
teach someone else to read. Imagine
what it would be like if each Christian
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family determined to let their light shine
in this way.
Personal Story
Having taught three children to
read and having helped adults who
struggle with reading, this is an area of
ministry that comes naturally to me. For
example, over twenty years ago, when I
met a woman who owned a ranch and
taught horseback riding, I was able to
exchange reading instruction for her two
young children with riding lessons for
mine. Each of us was satisfied with the
arrangement and her struggling students
became better readers.
Currently, I have teamed up with a
public school teacher who refers to me
families whose children are struggling
in school, specifically with reading.
Once the parents make contact with
me by phone, I explain that I will help
their child become a good reader. The
requirements include their promise to
supervise their son or daughter in their
practice in between tutoring sessions. I
arrange for us to meet at a public library
and I spend about a half an hour to
forty-five minutes two times a week,
going through the material in Sam
Blumenfeld’s Alpha-Phonics program. I
assign homework, making it clear that
I am only interested in continuing with
this arrangement if the family (including the student) values the opportunity.
I charge a minimal $5 per session, and
require that the student be the one to
hand me the money. What the family
does not know, is that when we complete the program, the money that I
have been paid will be used to purchase
a Bible and some good reading material
as an acknowledgement of the accomplishment.
All along the way, who I am and
what I believe is a part of our interaction. One mother thanked me for
investing in her son. I told her that I do
what I do because of Jesus Christ and
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what He has done for me. She began to
cry. This started discussion about her
life and faith and has encouraged her
to read the Bible in her own native language. A little bit of effort on my part
has produced positive results.
Chalcedon Makes This Easier
Should you wish to try your hand
at this accessible ministry for you or
your children, Chalcedon makes the
process easy. For a small investment, you
can purchase the Alpha-Phonics Tutor’s
Package3 and make use of our helpful
tutorial as to how to get started along
with one-on-one mentoring along the
way should you need it. By focusing on
God’s requirement for charity, we can
do much to advance the Kingdom in a
way that produces tangible results. This
is one way to let our light shine before
others and point them to Christ in the
process.
Religion is either man-centered or
God-centered, and non-Christian,
non-Biblical faiths are men-centered.
The concern of pagans, whether in
the church or out of it, whether in an
ancient mystery religion or in a modern
church, is man-centered. In effect,
the believer is interested in what God
can do for him or her. As against this,
Biblical faith insists that justice means
righteousness in us, set forth by our
faithfulness to God’s law; because God’s
law is the expression of His nature and
being, to believe in God means to obey
His law and to manifest His communicable attributes, which include grace,
mercy, and charity … Moreover, to
believe in God is to know His grace,
mercy, and charity to us in and through
Jesus Christ, His atonement, and His
providential care.4

Sharing Our Lives
Christian charity is altogether different from its humanistic counterpart.
Christendom resulted from the people
of God applying the law of God to all
aspects of life. Today, much of that has

been clouded by a self-centeredness
that has no root in Scripture. With
an emphasis on the Christian call to
charity, we will be in a better position
to reconstruct our society on Biblical
foundations. Rushdoony points out,
We sometimes forget what a radical
change in every area of life and thought
was made by Christianity. As one
scholar observed, those who were the
closest to the gods in Homer were not
the poor nor the meek, but the strong
and the powerful. Greek philosophy
and popular thought did not consider
the potential for goodness in the poor
… Giving to another person took place
only when one knew that the other
person would in due time reciprocate…
Our Lord reversed the prevailing moral
order. His command was, “Give, and it
shall be given unto you; good measure,
pressed down, and shaken together, and
running over, shall men give into your
bosom” (Luke 6:38). Matthew 6:1 says
that it is our Father in Heaven who will
reward us by His providence. “And if ye
do good to them which do good to you,
what thank have ye? for sinners also do
even the same” (Luke 6:33).
Over the centuries, one of the unexpected kindnesses of Christians was that
they asked people, who were unable to
reciprocate the invitation, to share their
dinner. The poor were thus welcomed
to the table by richer believers.
We are now on the road back to
paganism. We pay little attention to
our Lord’s commandments concerning
charity and brotherly love. As a result,
we have made ourselves comfortable
but poor in grace.5

Those of us adopted into God’s
family, and eager to see His Kingdom lived out here on earth as it is in
heaven, have to look no further than
our daily lives to find ways of furthering the Kingdom. We have much to
offer our culture by means of Christian
Continued on page 25
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Movie Review

Anchored: A Grandfather’s Legacy
Movie Reviewed by Lee Duigon

Y

ou know you’re in
for something unusual when the credits
roll for Anchored and
this is what you see:
Executive Producer, Roger Strackbein; Screenwriter,
Shanna Strackbein; Producers, Wesley
Strackbein and Shanna Strackbein;
Co-producers, Jenny Strackbein and
Jenna Strackbein; Costume Designers,
Emily Strackbein and Jenna Strackbein;
Editors, Shanna Strackbein and Jenna
Strackbein; Composers, Emily Strackbein and Elisabeth Strackbein.
So much for Hollywood. This is a
film by Unbroken Faith Productions,
and very much a family affair. In fact,
it’s about the life of Dewey Holden,
the grandfather of the men and women
mentioned in the credits above, and
Dorothy Smith, his wife, their grandmother. It’s a film about a family, by a
family.
Anchored has been nominated for an
award, and will be an Official Selection
at the 2016 Christian Worldview Film
Festival at San Antonio, Texas, March
14–19.
A Very Sweet Movie
Do we even need the Hollywood
film industry anymore? This is an
independently made movie, a family
project—and we can be pretty sure it
didn’t cost $100 million to produce.
And yet there’s no hint of amateurishness about it.
This is a very sweet movie with
deep roots in family, in place, and in a
devoutly Christian faith. Maybe these
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are things that some Americans need to
be reminded about. “Papaw” Holden
lived a quiet, stable life, punctuated by
periods of flood, drought, war and other
disruptions, acquiring skills, doing different jobs, building a house, and raising a family—all of it within a context
of personal belief and trust in God: and
none of it outside that context.
What struck me as remarkable,
unusual—because in my part of the
country, I see this so seldom, maybe
never—is that Mr. Holden’s children,
grandchildren and now great-grandchildren all live virtually within walking
distance of his house. What a blessing
that must be! My own family was like
that, once upon a time. If someone
wasn’t visiting us, we were visiting
another household in the family. Really,
we were doing it all the time—weekend
cookouts and horseshoes in the summer,
Sunday dinners together, all the holidays, or just hangin’ out at Grandma’s.
But by now we’re scattered all over the
continent, a lot of us are dead—and I
measure what the family in this movie
has by what I’ve lost. They live as my
own family used to live, and were
exceedingly wise to keep it that way. I
wish we had been so wise.
Anchored follows the grandfather’s
life from his early childhood. Papaw
grew up amid the challenges of the
Depression, and his family met those
challenges by sticking together, trusting
in God, working hard, and creating new
ways to make a little money. I doubt
there are many families that resourceful
anymore.
When war came, World War II,

Dewey Holder joined the U.S. Coast
Guard. He met Dorothy Smith at a
USO dance. They fell in love, married,
and stayed married and in love for as
long as Dorothy lived. It was a marriage
of the kind prescribed in God’s Word; it
was a blessing.
I don’t know if I can get across how
moving I found all this. I would find it
hard to read it aloud. Is this what happens when you live the way God meant
for us to live? There is a rich reward!
That, at least, is the message I get from
this film. What I wouldn’t give to sit
again with Grandpa and “help” him
with his stamp collection! How wise
Dewey and Dorothy were to love one
another, settle down on their own land,
in their own house, and lovingly raise
Christian children who went on to raise
a next generation! And they’re all still
together.
Living a godly, peaceable, industrious life makes no one immune from
adversity or hardships. Like his own
father before him, Dewey had his share
of those. But God makes His people
strong, able to outlast hardships, able to
learn from adversity. These quiet, peaceful people are strong. They will endure.
How Did They Do That?
Naturally, the Strackbeins had to
find actors to portray Dewey and Dorothy in their younger days. You probably
won’t have heard of any of the actors in
the cast of Anchored.
It must be said that this movie is
amazingly convincing. They don’t do it
with big-name actors or snazzy special
Continued on page 25
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From the Founder

Sovereignty, Power, and Dominion
by R. J. Rushoony (Reprinted from Sovereignty)

N

ear the conclusion
of his analysis of
The Decline of the West,
Spengler made a statement with respect to ascertaining the future: “A
power can be overthrown only by another
power, not by a principle.”1 Principles
or ideas can have an extensive influence;
they can create a climate of opinion
which can greatly affect a culture, but
they are not a power unless they are a
religious faith, the governing power in a
man’s life, and in a culture. Ideas prevail
when a faith no longer governs.
An example of a “prevailing” idea is
to be found in Boccaccio’s Decameron.
Filostrato tells a story based on an idea of
law: “laws should be common to all and
made with the consent of those whom
they concern.”2 It was the popularity of
this idea that made Boccaccio’s story possible. It is not without significance that
a consequence of such a view of law was
not democracy but the vicious tyrants
of the Italian Renaissance. A false idea
of law had helped disarm the peoples.
When law was transferred from God to
man, the tyrants were able to prevail over
the religiously disarmed peoples.
In the twentieth century, similar
views undermined the Christian view
of God as God’s enscriptured law-word
gave way to humanistic law and pseudoequalitarian ideas. Together with a semblance of democracy, there came again
an era of tyranny, this time in the name
of the people.
To deny the power of God is to
open society to the evil powers of men.
Fallen men can only exercise evil power;
hence, the denial of God’s sovereignty
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and law is the choice of human tyranny
and the triumph of evil.
Berle, in his analysis of power, gave
five laws of power, of which the first and
third concern us here:
One: Power invariably fills any vacuum
in human organization. As between
chaos and power, the latter always
prevails.
Three: Power is invariably based on a
system of ideas or philosophy. Absent such a system or philosophy, the
institutions essential to power cease to
be reliable, power ceases to be effective, and the power holder is eventually
displaced.3

The “system of ideas or philosophy”
on which humanistic powers are based is
in every case a development of the basic
premise of the tempter and of man’s fall,
Genesis 3:5, every man as his own god,
knowing or determining good and evil
for himself. If any man opens up for
himself the freedom to determine good
and evil for himself in his own chosen
domain, i.e., money, property, sex, or
anything else, he has thereby breached
the law for others and is congenial to
the same license in others. As a result, a
general lawlessness is established whereby
the man seeking power over all others is
able to gain his objective. The result is
a tyrant state and a slave people. Their
ideas or philosophies provide the soil for
tyranny, and nothing short of a Biblical
faith can effect a substantive change.
Linscheid has written, with respect
to sovereignty,
Black’s Law Dictionary defines sovereignty as “supreme political authority
… the self-sufficient source of political
power, from which all specific political

powers are derived; the international
independence of a state, combined with
the right and power of regulating its internal affairs without foreign direction.”
Black’s states that sovereignty is “(t)he
power to do everything in a state without accountability—to make laws, to
execute and to apply them, to impose
and collect taxes and levy contributions,
to make war or peace, to form treaties
of alliance or of commerce with foreign
nations, and the like.”4

This, of course, is tantamount to
saying that the state is a god, and statist
claims to sovereignty sooner or later lead
to conflict with Christianity. What John
Dryden said of monarchs applies to all
statists:
Monarchies may own religion’s name
But states are Atheists in their very
frame.

A civil government is a limited
sphere, one among many spheres of
government, such as individuals, families, churches, schools, vocations, and
society, with its many institutions. A
state sees itself as the government, and
all these other spheres as under its jurisdiction. It sees itself, in Black’s language,
as “the self-sufficient source of political
power,” and, eventually, of all power.
With Spengler’s and Black’s premises concerning power in mind, let us go
a step further. The practitioners of revolution speak readily about “power to the
people,” i.e., power to the down-trodden and the helpless. In all revolutions,
however, the people become only more
savagely oppressed. The new power
group oppresses more savagely than any
would have imagined possible, and the
people are its primary victims. In any
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and every non-Christian society, power
allies itself with power, not weakness. It
exploits weakness. The powers in a society may compete for supreme power;
they may seek to weaken or demolish
one another. What is always certain is
that the weak will be destroyed.
The weak may be flattered. They
may technically be given an “equal” status in theory, but not in practice. Cicero
saw himself, and other men, as gods.5
For Cicero, the common possession of
the gods and of men was Reason, and
“Law is the highest reason, implanted in
Nature,” and “Law is a natural force.”6
Of course, for Cicero, very few men in
the Roman Empire or elsewhere were
men of reason. Thus, this godhood
was in fact very limited, held by a few!
Cicero’s affirmation of the gods was
pragmatic; the common people should
be persuaded that “the gods are the lords
and rulers of all things, and that what is
done, is done by their will and authority.”7 Ruling them would then be easier.
Power is exercised against the weak.
George Orwell saw the spirit of the
new politics as the continual obliteration of any independence on the part of
the people. No deviant thought could
be permitted. Even where no deviant thought exists, obliteration must
take place, because humanistic power
requires the continual exercise of brute
force as its means of self-affirmation.
Humanism began in the modern era
with Rene Descartes’ “I think, therefore
I am.” Now it declares, “I exercise power
for power’s sake: therefore I am.” The
image of such a future, according to
Orwell, is “a boot stamping on a human
face—forever.”8 The goal of humanistic
sovereign powers is the exercise of such
unrestrained power. To acknowledge a
law over oneself as a restraint on power
is to deny that one is a sovereign power.
It is necessary to deny God and His
moral law by choosing evil in order to
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affirm an independent will and sovereignty. As Camus said, “Since God
claims all that is good in man, it is necessary to deride what is good and choose
what is evil.”9
The doctrine of Kenosis, a prevalent
heresy, makes weak men out of those in
the church who accept it. Ostensibly,
according to this doctrine, the Christian
must be a pacifist, one who always surrenders, is a victim, not a conqueror or
victor, and, with some Kenotic cults, the
faith has involved self-castration. In all
its forms, Kenosis calls for at least psychological self-castration by the believer.
Kenosis began in Russia and has moved
westward in the past century or more.
It has deeply influenced the church
in a variety of ways. R.J. Sider’s views
are Kenotic at the least. Dick Wulf’s
Find Yourself, Give Yourself (1983), a
publication of the Navigators, equates
unconditional love for other people with
the true Christianity. God can require
of us unconditional love for Himself,
but can we ever give it to any man? To
Hitler, Stalin, the murderer, the rapist?
According to Wulf, the starting point is,
“I will accept myself as I am, just as God
does.”10 God, however, does not “accept”
us as we are; rather, by His sovereign
grace, He saves us as we are and requires
us to grow in holiness and faithfulness.
To follow Wulf ’s counsel is to undercut
sanctification. Wulf ’s religion requires
self-acceptance and unconditional love
for others to take precedence over God’s
law, which does not enter into his view
at all. This undercuts the moral nature of
Christianity and places it in a position of
Kenotic surrender to all evil.
If man plays god, he will exercise
only an evil power. All sovereignties
other than God’s are attempts at establishing an independent godhood and
are an unrelieved evil. The Christian can
never exercise sovereign power. As David
tells us, “God hath spoken once; twice

have I heard this; that power belongeth
unto God” (Ps. 62:11). At most, the
Christian can exercise delegated power.
His truest power comes from faithfulness to the every word of God (Matt.
4:4). God’s law-word gives man the
way to dominion, and dominion is not
domination. Domination is the exercise
of lawless power over others. Dominion is the exercise of godly power in
our God-given sphere. The rejection of
God’s sovereignty leads to domination;
the affirmation of God’s sovereignty and
His law is the foundation of dominion.
It is also the means to power under
God. To return to Spengler’s premise,
we must add, a humanistic power can
only be truly overthrown by God’s
power, and men cannot escape domination and tyranny apart from a return to
the triune God and their total calling
and dominion mandate under Him.
1. Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West,
vol. 2 (New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf,
[1932] 1935), p. 506.
2. Giovanni Boccaccio, The Decameron
(New York, NY: Triangle Books, [1931]
1940), p, 307.
3. Adolf Berle, Power (New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1969), p. 37.
4. Steven K. Linscheid, “Sovereignty and
Self-Determination,” MCC Peace Section
Newsletter, September-October, 1986, p.
3. The citation from Black is from the 5th
edition, 1979.
5. Marcus Tullius Cicero, “The Republic,”
in Cicero, De Re Publica, De Legibus, ed.
Clinton Walker Keyes (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, [1928]) 1959), p.
279, p. 281.
6. Cicero, “Laws,” in ibid., pp. 317-23.
7. Ibid., p. 389.
8. George Orwell, 1984 (New York, NY:
Harcourt Brace Jovanich, [1949] 1977).
9. Albert Camus, The Rebel (New York, NY:
Vintage Books, 1956), p. 47.
10. Dick Wulf, Find Yourself, Give Yourself
(Colorado Springs, CO: Navpress, 1983),
p. 70.
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Book Review

A Blemished Offering:
Chronicles of the Nephilim by Brian Godawa
Noah Primeval (2011), Enoch Primordial (2012), Gilgamesh Immortal (2012),
and Others... Embedded Pictures Publishing, Los Angeles, CA.
Reviewed by Lee Duigon
There were giants in the earth in those days … Genesis 6:4

W

ho doesn’t want
to know more
about those “giants in
the earth”—Nephilim in
Hebrew?
I couldn’t wait to
read these books. Biblical mysteries
elucidated! The bare-bones narrative of
Genesis fleshed out! What really happened in that age before the Flood? It’s
quite a draw.
And what a disappointment, when I
finally read them.
But first I read the appendices
attached to each book. These were
fascinating, compelling. Delving deeply
into Biblical and extra-Biblical scholarship, Godawa relocates Genesis into its
original historical and cultural context,
that of the Ancient Near East: Sumerians, Babylonians, Canaanites, and how
ancient Israel itself was influenced by
these neighboring civilizations.
This led him to make an intriguing
argument that there are other spiritual
beings, angels, some good and some
evil, some subordinate to God, Yahweh
Elohim, but others in rebellion against
Him; and that these rebel entities came
down to earth and set themselves up as
false gods, worshiped by the heathen nations; that these beings sought to control
human history; and that they interbred
with mortal women, producing a race of
giants and assorted abominations.
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He supports his argument with
both Scripture and other ancient
sources, such as the non-canonical
Book of Enoch, Jewish tradition, and
non-Jewish mythology. I have not the
scholarship to debate his conclusions.
But whatever the value of the scholarship behind them, I cannot endorse
these novels.
A Movie in Your Mind
Godawa is a Hollywood screenwriter by profession. His work is in the
movies, he thinks in terms of movies,
and he writes his novels hoping that his
readers will experience them as a kind of
movie in the mind.
What he does is string one movie
cliché after another. He’s got them all:
wise-cracking heroes getting off zingers as they march into mortal danger,
like any pair of cops in a buddy movie;
beautiful young women who are really
good at martial arts; rapid shifts from
one scene to another, action-movie style;
sneering villains who are only one short
step removed from snarling “Curses,
foiled again!” My impression was of a
comic book without pictures. Godawa
prefers to think of his novels as movies
without film. Maybe it would be fair to
liken them to movies based on comic
books.
And of course, as in any movie
pitched to eleven-year-olds, these novels

feature endless slangy, smart-alecky
dialogue. What is the point of having
characters that are supposed to be immortal spiritual beings, or great heroes
of the Bible, if they’re just going to talk
like a twenty-first century screenwriter
thinks teenagers talk?
Really—it just seems wrong for
archangels to say things like “We saved
your rear ends.”
Literary Offenses
Two more literary offenses must be
noted here.
These books present a bad case of
“adjectivitis”—way too many adjectives
burden the text, most of them unnecessary. There is no need for the author to
editorialize about his villains. What they
say and do establishes them as the bad
guys. There is no need to label them,
repeatedly, as “diabolical” or “sadistic.”
Not when they’re always shown doing
diabolical or sadistic things.
Worse, Godawa puts into the
mouths of rebel angels, immortal beings
living centuries before the Flood, actual
quotations from present-day leaders of
the Democratic Party. To list just a few
examples, with their original speakers:
“Hope and change” (Barack
Obama)
“Fundamental transformation”
(Obama)
“I feel your pain” (Bill Clinton)
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“It depends on what ‘is’ is” (Bill
Clinton)
“You didn’t build that” (Obama
quoting Elizabeth Warren)
In addition to verbatim quotations
from the twenty-first century, Godawa’s
wicked spiritual entities also spout
modern catch-phrases of feminism, “gay
rights,” “animal rights,” and accuse God
of such modern trespasses as colonialism, imperialism, sexism, and being
“macho.” As a reader I found this very
hard to bear.
Godawa says (in an email to me:
I thank him for taking the time for it)
that he has done this to demonstrate
that wickedness, tyranny, and flimflam
have always been with us, they originate
from spiritual wickedness, and they
haven’t changed. To use current political
leaders’ quotes, he says, is to demonstrate that the same sins that afflict us
today afflicted us before the Flood.
Fair enough. You can make that
argument. But maybe Godawa doubts
the readers’ ability to come to the desired conclusion unless he makes things
thunderingly obvious.
Elsewhere he himself has written,
“Christian movies, though well-intentioned and sincere, often suffer from
heavy-handedness in their desire to convert the unbeliever through art.” And he
adds, “Which is more to be avoided: a
pagan movie that rings true, or ‘Christian’ propaganda that rings false?”1
Physician, heal thyself.
Why Does It Matter?
I’ve taken time to discuss these literary faults because I think it’s important.
Why? Because we as Christian
novelists or movie makers are out to
win ground for Christ’s Kingdom in
the popular culture—not just rent little
pieces of it, like sharecroppers, from its
secular landlords.
To do that, our work has to be
better than theirs, so that people will
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choose it over theirs. Our work must
not be allowed to come across as a mere
imitation of theirs—and all too often
a cheap imitation, at that. Some may
say, “It doesn’t matter if this Christian
novel is poorly written, and not up to
the standard of a secular novel—the
important thing is Christian content.”
But I’m not sure it works that way, and I
am sure it shouldn’t work that way.
To write an ostensibly Biblical novel
that copies all the conventions and
clichés of a dime-a-dozen Hollywood
summer action movies is, I think, to
risk getting the Christian message lost
in the sauce. There is a point where the
Christian imitation comes so close to
the secular original that the audience
will not be able to tell the difference
anymore.
Gods Other than God
No one can deny that the Bible
mentions spiritual beings other than
God, inferior to Him, as in Psalm 82:1,
“God standeth in the congregation
of the mighty; he judgeth among the
gods.” Note the small “g” in “gods.”
And of course we are all familiar with
angels and demons.
Here the verse that most concerns
us in Genesis 6:2, “[T]he sons of God
saw the daughters of men that they were
fair; and they took them wives of all
which they chose.” And the result, for
Godawa, is seen in Genesis 6:4, “There
were giants in the earth in those days—“
the Hebrew word translated as “giants”
is Nephilim—“and also after that, when
the sons of God”— the Hebrew word
for “son,” ben, Strong’s Concordance defines as sons or offspring “in the widest
possible sense (of lit. and fig. relationship…)”—came in unto the daughters
of men, and they bore children to them,
the same became mighty men which
were of old, men of renown.” For “man”
Strong’s has the Hebrew adam, meaning a human being, and then enowsh

for a mortal man, but in a less dignified sense, as with our word, “guy.” So
“mighty men,” with enowsh, connotes
“tough guys.”
Godawa’s “sons of God” are rebels,
spiritual beings who invaded the earth
and committed the profound sin of
mixing mortal with spiritual, giving
birth to monstrous giants that are a bit
of both.
Needless to say, this is hardly the
only possible interpretation of those
verses.
But I don’t wish to get into a
theological debate, nor am I prepared
to judge which group of scholars has
it right. It’s just that certain questions
spring to mind:
How, exactly, do these rebel spirits
take on flesh? And why is their fleshly
form gigantic, virtually indestructible,
and not really very nice to look at?
Why is their agenda identical to
that of today’s prominent liberal politicians, and expressed in the same words
the politicians use? Wouldn’t immortal
entities be cleverer than that?
Since they are obviously not human,
how are they able to interbreed with
humans?
Again we find ourselves, as it were,
inside a blockbuster Hollywood movie
pitched to an audience brought up on a
steady diet of comic books, video games,
superheroes and super-villains, non-stop
action, unrealistically flip dialogue, and
gaudy special effects. Maybe we ought
to salute Godawa for trying to capture
that audience.
But what we don’t want is for that
audience to capture the Bible and
reduce it to just another source of cheap
thrills.
Is This the Right Way to Do It?
Godawa says he has received letters
and emails from many readers, including pastors, who said his books made
the Bible “come alive” for them.
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Well and good—but I can’t fathom
it. To me, these novels only make the
Bible seem like some kind of video game
or summer movie. For me, the heapingup of action movie clichés, the modern
slang and political quotations, the
superfluous adjectives, and rather more
violence than I can fit into my comfort
zone, translate the Biblical narrative into
something sensational but not especially
holy. And not very serious, either.
Finally—if a storyteller is dealing
with Biblical material, which is often
short of detail, to what extent is he justified in making up the details? After all,
the details he invents might not be true.
Take Methuselah, for instance.
What does the Bible tell us about him?
He was the son of Enoch (Genesis
5:21); his son was Lamech, father of
Noah (v. 25, 29); he lived 969 years,
then died (v. 27). That’s all.
In Godawa’s books, Methuselah is
a great warrior, a doting, lusty husband
with a decidedly sensual and earthy turn
of mind, which sometimes brings him
into conflict with his father, and always
quick with a sarcastic quip: a real smartaleck. He’s also an expert giant killer,
thanks to his mastery of secret martial
arts.
You can’t make Methuselah a major
character in two novels (Noah and
Enoch) without inventing things about
him. The risk here is that some readers don’t understand poetic license. I
remember a made-for-TV movie about
Napoleon that falsely depicted him as
epileptic: which one of my wife’s coworkers unshakably believed because,
she said, she saw it on TV.
What about readers who can’t tell
where the Bible ends and Godawa’s
inventions begin—especially that vast
host of readers who have never read
the Bible? Is this much invention really
what we ought to be feeding them? I’m
not saying it’s the author’s fault—if it
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were, a Christian in good conscience
couldn’t novelize the Bible at all: a position taken by any number of Christian
commentators. This problem of invention has always been a criticism leveled
at “Christian books” and “Christian
movies,” ever since Lew Wallace published Ben-Hur in 1880.
The thing about “Bible stories” is,
we profess them to be more than just
stories. We profess them to be true.
I think we must be very careful
when we try to create Bible-based fiction. It may wind up being perceived as
nothing more than fiction. It may lead
to wonderful personal success for the
artist—but at what cost in credibility?
I write Bible-based novels, too.
Mine are based on Biblical principles,
not facts. The Biblical teachings that
shape my Bell Mountain novels are real,
but everything else is purely imaginary
and all the readers know it. Writing
scenes in which I put words into the
mouths of Scriptural heroes, archangels,
and even God Himself is rather more
than I would ever dare presume.
But Brian Godawa has, and his
boldness has rewarded him. Whether his
approach has pleased God is more than
I know.
Lee Duigon is a Christian freelance writer
and contributing editor for Faith for All
of Life. He has been a newspaper editor
and reporter and is the author of the Bell
Mountain Series of novels.
1. Brian Godawa, Hollywood Worldviews
(Downer’s Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press,
2002), p. 14.
Selbrede… Physician Rising cont. from page 9

have premenstrual cramps? Start a morphine
drip—we’ll show you how.”
14. See the first two articles in the series
for details concerning how Dr. Kishore
intuited a simple solution to all the cues he’s
uncovered over years of study. The example
he provided in this conversation was the
common nausea cue: “I provide anti-nausea

medication in place of the drug. The guy
wakes up the next day and says ‘Hey, I feel
good this morning. I don’t need the drug.’
He’s waking up in the same bed where
morning nausea would trigger his search for
his drug of choice.”
15. http://mobile.nytimes.com/2016/03/23/
nyregion/fighting-heroin-ithaca-looks-toinjection-centers.html?referer=https://www.
google.com/&_r=0
16. http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2016/03/22/slaughter-out-of-controlheroin-opioid-prosecutions-down-as-deathsgo-up/
17. Heroin is like a knife in a person’s back:
how to treat it? Methadone and Suboxone®
are simply replacement knives to stick in the
back. If such knife replacement threatens
the business of the dealer who provided the
first knife, he might go so far as to report
the replacement knife provider and have
him prosecuted (as has actually happened).
What nobody talks about is removing the
knife and making it possible for the wound
to heal over the course of a year, as Dr.
Kishore’s method articulated.
18. http://skyvalleychronicle.com/
BREAKING-NEWS/WHITE-HOUSEHONORS-SNOHOMISH-COUNTY-SOPIATE-PROJECT-2425988
19. Dr. Kishore adds, “This fact is recognized by Alcoholics Anonymous in their
position that if one goes to ninety meetings
in ninety days, one is home free.
20. He is now able to travel to all fifty states.
This is remarkable, Dr. Kishore says, given
the powerful interests still intent on keeping
him muzzled and sidelined.
Hodge… Creation cont. from page 15

avoided when (P) is the only possible explanation for (Q).
10. Cornelius Van Til, The Defense of the
Faith (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian & Reformed Publishing Company, 1979), p. 29.
11. An excellent introduction to these
concepts is given by R.C. Sproul (Snr) in his
DVD lectures and book by the same title,
The Consequences of Ideas.
12. Moen, ibid, pp. 310ff.
13. Boyd, Gregory A., God of the Possible: A
Biblical Introduction to the Open View of God
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14. Paul Helm. Eternal God: A Study of God
Without Time (Oxford University Press,
[1988] 2002), Kindle edition Loc. 96.
15. Boyd, ibid., Loc. 356, emphasis in
original.
16. Moen, ibid., p. 313.
17. Boyd, ibid., loc. 259.
18. An excellent discussion on the nature of
free will can be found in Gordon H. Clark,
Religion, Reason and Revelation (Nutley: NJ:
Craig Press, 1961), chapter 5, “God and
Evil.”
19. Van Til, Defense of the Faith, p. 29,
emphasis in original.
20. Sproul and Mathison, Not a Chance,
Kindle locations. 1923 and 1983.
21. R. J. Rushdoony, Systematic Theology in
Two Volumes: Volume II (Vallecito, CA: Ross
House Books, 1994), p. 1084.
22. Paul Helm, ibid., (Kindle Edition),
Locations 375–376.
23. Rushdoony, Ibid., p. 1085.
24. Moen, ibid., p. 259.
25. Frame, No Other God, p. 156.
26. William Lane Craig, The Kalam Cosmological Argument (Eugene, OR: Wipf and
Stock Publishers, 1979. Previously published
by the Macmillan Press, LTD), p. 109.
27. William Lane Craig attempts to avoid
this problem of infinite time by claiming
that God was atemporal before creation,
but became temporal at the time of His
creation. Can God, however, change His
essential nature, His essence? No! He cannot! He is light, in Him is no darkness; He
is the truth, and He cannot lie! He is unable
to repent, because He is perfect (Matt 5:48).
Or can He become, what He was not? Is
God now getting older, whereas before He
was ageless? And then we’re back into the
discussion of being and becoming, and the
nature of God.
28. Westminster Confession of Faith, III:I.
Schwartz… Sharing cont. from page 18

reconstruction done within the context
of who we are and what we do. Just as
paying a tithe from our increase affirms
that all our assets belong to God, so too,
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all of our life belongs to Him and we
should share it with others as a Christian way to Kingdom service.
Andrea Schwartz is the Chalcedon
Foundation’s active proponent of Christian
education and matters relating to the family.
She’s the author of five books dealing
with homeschooling and the family. Her
latest book is Woman of the House. She
oversees the Chalcedon Teacher Training
Institute (www.ctti.org) and continues
to mentor, lecture, and teach. Visit her
website www.thekingdomdrivenfamily.com.
She lives in San Jose with her husband of
39 years. She can be reached by email at
WordsFromAndrea@gmail.com.
1. R. J. Rushdoony, In His Service: The
Christian Calling to Charity (Vallecito, CA:
Ross House Books, 2009), pp.117–118.
2. ibid., p. 22.
3. http://chalcedon.edu/store/item/alphaphonics-primer-readers-and-how-to-tutorset/
4. ibid., 184–185.
5. R. J. Rushdoony, A Word in Season, vol. 7
(Vallecito, CA: Ross House Books, 2016),
pp. 34–35.
Duigon… Anchored cont. from page 19

effects. Emotion and conviction are
the main ingredients; but they also do
something really cool with the cinematography. This, by the way, was by
Philip and Chris Leclerc.
What they did was to make most of
the “historical” part of the film look like
home movies—even with the peculiar,
subtle tint that most home movies used
to have. You could tell they weren’t real
home movies because the actors were in
them, playing scenes from the 1940s,
and when the action shifted to earlier
times than that—well, who in the rural
South made home movies in the 1920s
and 30s? Also, these scenes are without
that hand-held camera wobble which
makes it hard for persons with motion
sickness to watch home movies.
So we know that these scenes are

not home movies, not actual glimpses
back into a distant past—but they appear to be! It’s a very skillfully created
illusion. I have no idea how they did it,
and I don’t want to know; I’d rather just
sit back and enjoy it.
A New Direction
Yes, of course I recommend this
film. I found it, and continue to find it,
very moving. It stays with you for quite
a while after you watch it. Doesn’t just
evaporate, like so much of what we see
for entertainment. There is real substance to Anchored, and I have a feeling
it’ll stick to my ribs for a long time.
It also makes me wonder—have we
found a new direction in film-making?
The Strackbeins cite “some key outside
help” in completing the film, along with
a little help from “friends and supporters in the broader community,” but for
the most part they did it all themselves
and successfully created something
that stacks up pretty well against a
Hollywood movie of the same general
description. In fact, it’s hard to see how
the pros could do any better—and some
industry-made “family movies” come off
as schmaltzy and contrived.
The movie-making skills learned
by assorted members of the Strackbein
family can be learned by others. How
staggering an idea is that—anyone who’s
willing to learn how, can make a movie?
It might not be Jurassic Park or Star
Wars, but if the theme of the movie is
the human heart, suddenly we seem to
have a level playing field.
Love of family, love of God. Trust in
God, and living according to His Word.
These things matter. They matter
very much; and this is a movie about
them.
Lee Duigon is a Christian freelance writer
and contributing editor for Faith for All
of Life. He has been a newspaper editor
and reporter and is the author of the Bell
Mountain Series of novels.
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Chalcedon Catalog
Biblical Law
The Institute of Biblical Law (In three volumes, by R. J. Rushdoony) Volume I
Biblical Law is a plan for dominion under God, whereas its rejection is to
claim dominion on man’s terms. The general principles (commandments)
of the law are discussed as well as their specific applications (case law) in
Scripture. Many consider this to be the author’s most important work.
Hardback, 890 pages, indices, $50.00

Or, buy Vol’s 1 and 2 and receive Vol. 3 FREE!
All 3 for only $77.00 (A huge savings off the $110.00
retail price)

Volume II, Law and Society
The relationship of Biblical Law to communion and community, the
sociology of the Sabbath, the family and inheritance, and much more are
covered in the second volume. Contains an appendix by Herbert Titus.
Hardback, 752 pages, indices, $35.00

Volume III, The Intent of the Law
After summarizing the case laws, the author illustrates how the law is for our
good, and makes clear the difference between the sacrificial laws and those
that apply today.
Hardback, 252 pages, indices, $25.00
The Institutes of Biblical Law Vol. 1 (La Institución de la Ley Bíblica, Tomo 1)
Spanish version. Great for reaching the Spanish-speaking community.
Hardback, 912 pages, indices, $40.00

Ten Commandments for Today (DVD)
This 12-part DVD collection contains an in-depth
interview with the late Dr. R. J. Rushdoony on the
application of God’s law to our modern world. Each
commandment is covered in detail as Dr. Rushdoony
challenges the humanistic remedies that have obviously
failed. Only through God’s revealed will, as laid down in
the Bible, can the standard for righteous living be found. Rushdoony silences
the critics of Christianity by outlining the rewards of obedience as well as
the consequences of disobedience to God’s Word. Includes 12 segments: an
introduction, one segment on each commandment, and a conclusion.
2 DVDs, $30.00

Law and Liberty
By R. J. Rushdoony. This work examines various areas of life
from a Biblical perspective. Every area of life must be brought
under the dominion of Christ and the government of God’s
Word.
Paperback, 212 pages, $9.00

In Your Justice
By Edward J. Murphy. The implications of God’s law over the
life of man and society.
Booklet, 36 pages, $2.00

Faith and Obedience: An Introduction to Biblical Law
R. J. Rushdoony reveals that to be born again means that
where you were once governed by your own word and
spirit, you are now totally governed by God’s Word and
Spirit. This is because every word of God is a binding
word. Our money, our calling, our family, our sexuality,
our political life, our economics, our sciences, our art,
and all things else must be subject to God’s Word and
requirements. Taken from the introduction in The Institutes of Biblical Law
(foreword by Mark Rushdoony). Great for sharing with others.
Paperback, 31 pages, index, $3.00

*Buy Pack of 50 “Faith and Obedience” for only $45.00 (Retails $150.00)

Education
The Philosophy of the Christian Curriculum
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian School represents
a break with humanistic education, but, too often, the
Christian educator carries the state’s humanism with him.
A curriculum is not neutral: it’s either a course in
humanism or training in a God-centered faith and life.
Paperback, 190 pages, index, $16.00

The Harsh Truth about Public Schools
By Bruce Shortt. This book combines a sound Biblical
basis, rigorous research, straightforward, easily read
language, and eminently sound reasoning. It is a
thoroughly documented description of the inescapably
anti-Christian thrust of any governmental school system
and the inevitable results: moral relativism (no fixed
standards), academic dumbing down, far-left programs,
near absence of discipline, and the persistent but pitiable rationalizations
offered by government education professionals.
Paperback, 464 pages, $22.00

Intellectual Schizophrenia
By R. J. Rushdoony. Dr. Rushdoony predicted that the
humanist system, based on anti-Christian premises of
the Enlightenment, could only get worse. He knew that
education divorced from God and from all transcendental
standards would produce the educational disaster and
moral barbarism we have today.
Paperback, 150 pages, index, $17.00

The Messianic Character of American Education
By R. J. Rushdoony. From Mann to the present, the state
has used education to socialize the child. The school’s basic
purpose, according to its own philosophers, is not education
in the traditional sense of the 3 R’s. Instead, it is to promote
“democracy” and “equality,” not in their legal or civic sense,
but in terms of the engineering of a socialized citizenry. Such
men saw themselves and the school in messianic terms. This
book was instrumental in launching the Christian school and homeschool
movements.
Hardback, 410 pages, index, $20.00
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Mathematics: Is God Silent?
By James Nickel. This book revolutionizes the prevailing
understanding and teaching of math. It will serve as a
solid refutation for the claim, often made in court, that
mathematics is one subject which cannot be taught from a
distinctively Biblical perspective.
Revised and enlarged 2001 edition, Paperback, 408 pages, $24.00

The Foundations of Christian Scholarship
Edited by Gary North. These are essays developing the
implications and meaning of the philosophy of Dr.
Cornelius Van Til for every area of life. The chapters explore
the implications of Biblical faith for a variety of disciplines.
Paperback, 355 pages, indices, $24.00

The Victims of Dick and Jane
By Samuel L. Blumenfeld. America’s most effective critic
of public education shows us how America’s public schools
were remade by educators who used curriculum to create
citizens suitable for their own vision of a utopian socialist
society. This collection of essays will show you how and
why America’s public education declined.
Paperback, 266 pages, index, $22.00

Revolution via Education
By Samuel L. Blumenfeld. Blumenfeld gets to the root of
our crisis: our spiritual state and the need for an explicitly
Christian form of education. Blumenfeld leaves nothing
uncovered. He examines the men, methods, and means to
the socialist project to transform America into an outright
tyranny by scientific controllers.
Paperback, 189 pages, index, $20.00

Lessons Learned From Years of Homeschooling
By Andrea Schwartz. After nearly a quarter century of
homeschooling her children, Andrea experienced both the
accomplishments and challenges that come with being a
homeschooling mom. Discover the potential rewards of
making the world your classroom and God’s Word the
foundation of everything you teach.
Paperback, 107 pages, index, $14.00

The Homeschool Life: Discovering God’s Way
to Family-Based Education
By Andrea Schwartz. This book offers sage advice
concerning key aspects of homeschooling and gives
practical insights for parents as they seek to provide a
Christian education for their children.
Paperback, 143 pages, index, $17.00

Teach Me While My Heart Is Tender: Read Aloud Stories of
Repentance and Forgiveness
Andrea Schwartz compiled three stories drawn from her
family-life experiences to help parents teach children how
the faith applies to every area of life. They confront the
ugly reality of sin, the beauty of godly repentance, and the
necessity of forgiveness. The stories are meant to be read
by parents and children together. The interactions and
discussions that will follow serve to draw families closer together.
Paperback, 61 pages, index, $10.00
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Alpha-Phonics: A Primer for Beginning Readers
By Sam Blumenfeld. Provides parents, teachers and tutors
with a sensible, logical, easy-to-use system for teaching
reading. The Workbook teaches our alphabetic system
- with its 26 letters and 44 sounds - in the following
sequence: First, the alphabet, then the short vowels and
consonants, the consonant digraphs, followed by the
consonant blends, and finally the long vowels in their variety of spellings and
our other vowels. It can also be used as a supplement to any other reading
program being used in the classroom. Its systematic approach to teaching
basic phonetic skills makes it particularly valuable to programs that lack such
instruction.
Spiralbound, 180 pages, $25.00
The Alpha-Phonics Readers accompany the text of Sam
Blumenfeld’s Alpha-Phonics, providing opportunities
for students to read at a level that matches their progress
through the text. These eleven readers move from simple
sentences to paragraphs to stories, ending with poetry.
By the time a student completes this simple program, the
phonetic reflex is well-established. This program has also
been successfully used with functionally illiterate adults.
This set consists of eleven 12-page readers, totaling 132 pages, $22.00
How to Tutor by Samuel Blumenfeld demystifies primary
education! You’ll learn that you can teach subjects you
already know without requiring specialized academic
training or degrees. Here’s what you’ll discover:
READING: In 117 lessons, teach any student to read
virtually any word in a comprehensive phonics program
HANDWRITING: In 73 lessons, train any student to
develop the lost art of cursive handwriting
ARITHMETIC: In 67 lessons, enable any student to master the essential
calculation skills, from simple addition to long division
Paperback, 271 pages, indices, $24.00

American History & the Constitution
This Independent Republic
By R. J. Rushdoony. Important insight into American
history by one who could trace American development
in terms of the Christian ideas which gave it direction.
These essays will greatly alter your understanding of, and
appreciation for, American history.
Paperback, 163 pages, index, $17.00

The Nature of the American System
By R. J. Rushdoony. Originally published in 1965, these
essays were a continuation of the author’s previous work,
This Independent Republic, and examine the interpretations
and concepts which have attempted to remake and rewrite
America’s past and present.
Paperback, 180 pages, index, $18.00

The Influence of Historic Christianity on Early America
By Archie P. Jones. Early America was founded upon the
deep, extensive influence of Christianity inherited from
the medieval period and the Protestant Reformation. That
priceless heritage was not limited to the narrow confines
of the personal life of the individual, nor to ecclesiastical
structure. Christianity positively and predominately (though
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not perfectly) shaped culture, education, science, literature, legal thought,
legal education, political thought, law, politics, charity, and missions.

Disc 22
Disc 23
Disc 24
Disc 25
Disc 26
Disc 27
Disc 28
Disc 29
Disc 30
Disc 31
Disc 32

By R. J. Rushdoony. The author demolishes the modern
myth that the United States was founded by deists or
humanists bent on creating a secular republic.

The Monroe & Polk Doctrines
Voluntarism & Social Reform
Voluntarism & Politics
Chief Justice John Marshall: Problems of Political Voluntarism
Andrew Jackson: His Monetary Policy
The Mexican War of 1846 / Calhoun’s Disquisition
De Toqueville on Democratic Culture
De Toqueville on Individualism
Manifest Destiny
The Coming of the Civil War
De Toqueville on the Family/
Aristocratic vs. Individualistic Cultures
Disc 33 De Toqueville on Democracy & Power
Disc 34 The Interpretation of History, I
Disc 35 The Interpretation of History, II
Disc 36 The American Indian (Bonus Disc)
Disc 37 Documents: Teacher/Student Guides, Transcripts

Pamplet, 7 pages, $1.00

37 discs in album, Set of “American History to 1865”, $140.00

Booklet, 88 pages, $6.00

Biblical Faith and American History
By R. J. Rushdoony. America was a break with the
neoplatonic view of religion that dominated the medieval
church. The Puritans and other groups saw Scripture as
guidance for every area of life because they viewed its author
as the infallible Sovereign over every area.
Pamplet, 12 pages, $1.00

The United States: A Christian Republic

The Future of the Conservative Movement
Edited by Andrew Sandlin. The Future of the Conservative
Movement explores the history, accomplishments
and decline of the conservative movement, and
lays the foundation for a viable substitute to today’s
compromising, floundering conservatism.
Booklet, 67 pages, $6.00

The Late Great GOP and the Coming Realignment
By Colonel V. Doner. For more than three decades, most
Christian conservatives in the United States have hitched
their political wagon to the plodding elephant of the
Republican Party. This work is a call to arms for those
weary of political vacillation and committed more firmly
than ever to the necessity of a truly Christian social order.
Booklet, 75 pages, $6.00

American History to 1865 - NOW ON CD!
By R. J. Rushdoony. The most theologically complete
assessment of early American history available—ideal
for students. Rushdoony describes not just the facts
of history, but the leading motives and movements in
terms of the thinking of the day. Set includes 36 audio
CDs, teacher’s guide, student’s guide, plus a bonus CD
featuring PDF copies of each guide for further use.
Disc 1
Disc 2
Disc 3
Disc 4
Disc 5
Disc 6
Disc 7
Disc 8
Disc 9
Disc 10
Disc 11
Disc 12
Disc 13
Disc 14
Disc 15
Disc 16
Disc 17
Disc 18
Disc 19
Disc 20
Disc 21

Motives of Discovery & Exploration I
Motives of Discovery & Exploration II
Mercantilism
Feudalism, Monarchy & Colonies/ The Fairfax Resolves 1-8
The Fairfax Resolves 9-24
The Declaration of Independence & Articles of Confederation
George Washington: A Biographical Sketch
The U. S. Constitution, I
The U. S. Constitution, II
De Toqueville on Inheritance & Society
Voluntary Associations & the Tithe
Eschatology & History
Postmillennialism & the War of Independence
The Tyranny of the Majority
De Toqueville on Race Relations in America
The Federalist Administrations
The Voluntary Church, I
The Voluntary Church, II
The Jefferson Administration, the Tripolitan War & the War of 1812
The Voluntary Church on the Frontier, I
Religious Voluntarism & the Voluntary Church on the Frontier, II

The American Indian:
A Standing Indictment of Christianity & Statism in America
By R. J. Rushdoony. America’s first experiment with
socialism practically destroyed the American Indian.
In 1944 young R. J. Rushdoony arrived at the Duck
Valley Indian Reservation in Nevada as a missionary to
the Shoshone and the Paiute Indians. For eight years he
lived with them, worked with them, ministered to them
and listened to their stories. He came to know them intimately, both as
individuals and as a people. This is his story, and theirs.
Paperback, 139 pages, $18.00

Our Threatened Freedom:
A Christian View of the Menace of American Statism
R. J. Rushdoony reports on a mind-boggling collection of
absurdities by our legislators, bureaucrats, and judges—
from making it against the law for a company to go
out of business, to assigning five full-time undercover
agents to bust a little boy who was selling fishing worms
without a license. Written some thirty years ago as radio
commentaries, Rushdoony’s essays seem even more timely
today as we are witnessing a staggering display of state intrusion into every
area of life.
Paperback, 349 pages, indices, $18.00

World History
A Christian Survey of World History
Includes 12 audio CDs, full text supporting the
lectures, review questions, discussion questions,
and an answer key.
The purpose of a study of history is to shape the
future. Too much of history teaching centers upon
events, persons, or ideas as facts but does not recognize God’s providential
hand in judging humanistic man in order to build His Kingdom. History is
God-ordained and presents the great battle between the Kingdom of God
and the Kingdom of Man. History is full of purpose—each Kingdom has its
own goal for the end of history, and those goals are in constant conflict. A
Christian Survey of World History can be used as a stand-alone curriculum,
or as a supplement to a study of world history.
Disc 1
Disc 2
Disc 3
Disc 4

Time and History: Why History is Important
Israel, Egypt, and the Ancient Near East
Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece and Jesus Christ
The Roman Republic
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Disc 5
Disc 6
Disc 7
Disc 8
Disc 9
Disc 10
Disc 11
Disc 12

The Early Church & Byzantium
Islam & The Frontier Age
New Humanism or Medieval Period
The Reformation
Wars of Religion – So Called & The Thirty Years War
France: Louis XIV through Napoleon
England: The Puritans through Queen Victoria
20th Century: The Intellectual – Scientific Elite

12 CDs, full text, review and discussion questions, $90.00

The Biblical Philosophy of History
By R. J. Rushdoony. For the orthodox Christian who
grounds his philosophy of history on the doctrine of
creation, the mainspring of history is God. Time rests
on the foundation of eternity, on the eternal decree of
God. Time and history therefore have meaning because
they were created in terms of God’s perfect and totally
comprehensive plan. The humanist faces a meaningless
world in which he must strive to create and establish meaning.

Philosophy
The Death of Meaning
By R. J. Rushdoony. Modern philosophy has sought
to explain man and his thought process without
acknowledging God, His revelation, or man’s sin.
Philosophers who rebel against God are compelled to
abandon meaning itself, for they possess neither the
tools nor the place to anchor it. The works of darkness
championed by philosophers past and present need to be
exposed and reproved. In this volume, Dr. Rushdoony clearly enunciates
each major philosopher’s position and its implications, identifies the
intellectual and moral consequences of each school of thought, and traces
the dead-end to which each naturally leads.
Paperback, 180 pages, index, $18.00

The Word of Flux:
Modern Man and the Problem of Knowledge

By Otto Scott. In this study, Otto Scott writes about one
of the “holy” fools of humanism who worked against the
faith from within. This is a major historical work and
marvelous reading.

By R. J. Rushdoony. Modern man has a problem with
knowledge. He cannot accept God’s Word about the world
or anything else, so anything which points to God must
be called into question. This book will lead the reader to
understand that this problem of knowledge underlies the
isolation and self-torment of modern man. Can you know
anything if you reject God and His revelation? This book takes the reader
into the heart of modern man’s intellectual dilemma.

Hardback, 472 pages, $20.00

Paperback, 127 pages, indices, $19.00

Paperback, 138 pages, $22.00

James I: The Fool as King

Church History
The “Atheism” of the Early Church
By R. J. Rushdoony. Early Christians were called
“heretics” and “atheists” when they denied the gods of
Rome, and the divinity of the emperor. These Christians
knew that Jesus Christ, not the state, was their Lord and
that this faith required a different kind of relationship to
the state than the state demanded.
Paperback, 64 pages, $12.00

The Foundations of Social Order: Studies in the Creeds
and Councils of the Early Church
By R. J. Rushdoony. Every social order rests on a creed,
on a concept of life and law, and represents a religion in
action. The basic faith of a society means growth in terms
of that faith. The life of a society is its creed; a dying
creed faces desertion or subversion readily. Because of its
indifference to its creedal basis in Biblical Christianity,
western civilization is today facing death and is in a life and death struggle
with humanism.
Paperback, 197 pages, index, $16.00

The Relevance of the Reformed Faith (CD Set)
The 2007 Chalcedon Foundation Fall Conference
Disc 1: An Intro to Biblical Law - Mark Rushdoony
Disc 2: The Great Commission - Dr. Joe Morecraft
Disc 3 Cromwell Done Right! - Dr. Joe Morecraft
Disc 4: The Power of Applied Calvinism - Martin Selbrede
Disc 5: The Powerlessness of Pietism - Martin Selbrede
Disc 6: Thy Commandment is Exceedingly Broad - Martin Selbrede
Disc 7: Dualistic Spirituality vs. Obedience - Mark Rushdoony

To Be As God: A Study of Modern Thought
Since the Marquis De Sade
By R. J. Rushdoony. This monumental work is a series
of essays on the influential thinkers and ideas in modern
times such as Marquis De Sade, Shelley, Byron, Marx,
Whitman, and Nietzsche. Reading this book will help you
understand the need to avoid the syncretistic blending of
humanistic philosophy with the Christian faith.
Paperback, 230 pages, indices, $21.00

By What Standard?
By R. J. Rushdoony. An introduction into the problems
of Christian philosophy. It focuses on the philosophical
system of Dr. Cornelius Van Til, which in turn is founded
upon the presuppositions of an infallible revelation in
the Bible and the necessity of Christian theology for all
philosophy. This is Rushdoony’s foundational work on
philosophy.
Hardback, 212 pages, index, $14.00

Van Til & The Limits of Reason
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian must see faith in God’s
revelation as opening up understanding, as thinking God’s
thoughts after Him, and rationalism as a restriction of
thought to the narrow confines of human understanding.
Reason is a gift of God, but we must not make more of
it than it is. The first three essays of this volume were
published in a small booklet in 1960 as a tribute to the
thought of Dr. Cornelius Van Til, titled Van Til. The last four essays were
written some time later and are published here for the first time.
Paperback, 84 pages, index, $10.00
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The One and the Many:
Studies in the Philosophy of Order and Ultimacy
By R. J. Rushdoony. This work discusses the problem
of understanding unity vs. particularity, oneness vs.
individuality. “Whether recognized or not, every argument
and every theological, philosophical, political, or any other
exposition is based on a presupposition about man, God,
and society—about reality. This presupposition rules and
determines the conclusion; the effect is the result of a cause. And one such
basic presupposition is with reference to the one and the many.” The author
finds the answer in the Biblical doctrine of the Trinity.
Paperback, 375 pages, index, $26.00

The Flight from Humanity:
A Study of the Effect of Neoplatonism on Christianity
By R. J. Rushdoony. Neoplatonism presents man’s
dilemma as a metaphysical one, whereas Scripture presents
it as a moral problem. Basing Christianity on this false
Neoplatonic idea will always shift the faith from the
Biblical perspective. The ascetic quest sought to take
refuge from sins of the flesh but failed to address the
reality of sins of the heart and mind. In the name of humility, the ascetics
manifested arrogance and pride. This pagan idea of spirituality entered the
church and is the basis of some chronic problems in Western civilization.
Paperback, 84 pages, $13.00

Psychology
Politics of Guilt and Pity
By R. J. Rushdoony. From the foreword by Steve Schlissel:
“Rushdoony sounds the clarion call of liberty for all who
remain oppressed by Christian leaders who wrongfully
lord it over the souls of God’s righteous ones.… I pray that
the entire book will not only instruct you in the method and content of a
Biblical worldview, but actually bring you further into the glorious freedom
of the children of God. Those who walk in wisdom’s ways become immune
to the politics of guilt and pity.”
Hardback, 371 pages, index, $20.00

Revolt Against Maturity
By. R. J. Rushdoony. The Biblical doctrine of psychology is
a branch of theology dealing with man as a fallen creature
marked by a revolt against maturity. Man was created
a mature being with a responsibility to dominion and
cannot be understood from the Freudian child, nor the
Darwinian standpoint of a long biological history. Man’s
history is a short one filled with responsibility to God. Man’s
psychological problems are therefore a resistance to responsibility, i.e. a revolt
against maturity.
Hardback, 334 pages, index, $18.00

Freud
By R. J. Rushdoony. For years this compact examination
of Freud has been out of print. And although both Freud
and Rushdoony have passed on, their ideas are still very
much in collision. Freud declared war upon guilt and
sought to eradicate the primary source of Western guilt
— Christianity. Rushdoony shows conclusively the error
of Freud’s thought and the disastrous consequences of his
influence in society.

The Cure of Souls:
Recovering the Biblical Doctrine of Confession
By R. J. Rushdoony. In The Cure of Souls: Recovering
the Biblical Doctrine of Confession, R. J. Rushdoony cuts
through the misuse of Romanism and modern psychology
to restore the doctrine of confession to a Biblical
foundation—one that is covenantal and Calvinistic.
Without a true restoration of Biblical confession, the
Christian’s walk is impeded by the remains of sin. This volume is an effort in
reversing this trend.
Hardback, 320 pages with index, $26.00

Science
The Mythology of Science
By R. J. Rushdoony. This book is about the religious
nature of evolutionary thought, how these religious
presuppositions underlie our modern intellectual paradigm,
and how they are deferred to as sacrosanct by institutions
and disciplines far removed from the empirical sciences. The “mythology” of
modern science is its religious devotion to the myth of evolution.
Paperback, 134 pages, $17.00

Alive: An Enquiry into the Origin and Meaning of Life
By Dr. Magnus Verbrugge, M.D. This study is of major
importance as a critique of scientific theory, evolution,
and contemporary nihilism in scientific thought. Dr.
Verbrugge, son-in-law of the late Dr. H. Dooyeweerd and
head of the Dooyeweerd Foundation, applies the insights
of Dooyeweerd’s thinking to the realm of science. Animism
and humanism in scientific theory are brilliantly discussed.
Paperback, 159 pages, $14.00

Creation According to the Scriptures
Edited by P. Andrew Sandlin. Subtitled: A Presuppositional
Defense of Literal Six-Day Creation, this symposium by
thirteen authors is a direct frontal assault on all waffling
views of Biblical creation. It explodes the “Framework
Hypothesis,” so dear to the hearts of many respectabilityhungry Calvinists, and it throws down the gauntlet to all
who believe they can maintain a consistent view of Biblical
infallibility while abandoning literal, six-day creation.
Paperback, 159 pages, $18.00

Economics
Making Sense of Your Dollars: A Biblical Approach to Wealth
By Ian Hodge. The author puts the creation and use
of wealth in their Biblical context. Debt has put the
economies of nations and individuals in dangerous straits.
This book discusses why a business is the best investment,
as well as the issues of debt avoidance and insurance.
Wealth is a tool for dominion men to use as faithful
stewards.
Paperback, 192 pages, index, $12.00

Paperback, 74 pages, $13.00
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Larceny in the Heart: The Economics of Satan and the
Inflationary State
By R.J. Rushdoony. In this study, first published under
the title Roots of Inflation, the reader sees why envy often
causes the most successful and advanced members of
society to be deemed criminals. The reader is shown how
envious man finds any superiority in others intolerable
and how this leads to a desire for a leveling. The author
uncovers the larceny in the heart of man and its results.
Paperback, 144 pages, indices, $18.00

Biblical Studies
Genesis, Volume I of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. In recent years, it has become
commonplace for both humanists and churchmen to
sneer at anyone who takes Genesis 1-11 as historical.
Yet to believe in the myth of evolution is to accept
trillions of miracles to account for our cosmos. Spontaneous generation,
the development of something out of nothing, and the blind belief in the
miraculous powers of chance, require tremendous faith. Theology without
literal six-day creationism becomes alien to the God of Scripture because it
turns from the God Who acts and Whose Word is the creative word and the
word of power, to a belief in process as god.

Numbers, Volume IV of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Lord desires a people who will
embrace their responsibilities. The history of Israel in
the wilderness is a sad narrative of a people with hearts
hardened by complaint and rebellion to God’s ordained
authorities. They were slaves, not an army. They would
recognize the tyranny of Pharaoh but disregard the servantleadership of Moses. God would judge the generation He
led out of captivity, while training a new generation to conquer Canaan. The
book of Numbers reveals God’s dealings with both generations.
Hardback, index, 428 pages $45.00
Sermons on Numbers - 66 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (1 CD), $40.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $76.00

Deuteronomy, Volume V
of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
If you desire to understand the core of Rushdoony’s
thinking, this commentary on Deuteronomy is one volume
you must read. The covenantal structure of this last
book of Moses, its detailed listing of both blessings and
curses, and its strong presentation of godly theocracy
provided Rushdoony with a solid foundation from which
to summarize the central tenets of a truly Biblical worldview—one that is
solidly established upon Biblical Law, and can shape the future.
Hardback, index, 512 pages $45.00

Hardback, 297 pages, indices, $45.00

Exodus, Volume II of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. Essentially, all of mankind is on
some sort of an exodus. However, the path of fallen man
is vastly different from that of the righteous. Apart from
Jesus Christ and His atoning work, the exodus of a fallen
humanity means only a further descent from sin into
death. But in Christ, the exodus is now a glorious ascent
into the justice and dominion of the everlasting Kingdom
of God. Therefore, if we are to better understand the gracious provisions
made for us in the “promised land” of the New Covenant, a thorough
examination into the historic path of Israel as described in the book of
Exodus is essential. It is to this end that this volume was written.
Hardback, 554 pages, indices, $45.00
Sermons on Exodus - 128 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (2 CDs), $60.00
Save by getting the book and 2 CDs together for only $95.00

Leviticus, Volume III of Commentaries on the Pentateuch
By R. J. Rushdoony. Much like the book of Proverbs, any
emphasis upon the practical applications of God’s law is
readily shunned in pursuit of more “spiritual” studies.
Books like Leviticus are considered dull, overbearing, and
irrelevant. But man was created in God’s image and is
duty-bound to develop the implications of that image by
obedience to God’s law. The book of Leviticus contains
over ninety references to the word holy. The purpose, therefore, of this third
book of the Pentateuch is to demonstrate the legal foundation of holiness in
the totality of our lives.
Hardback, 449 pages, indices, $45.00
Sermons on Leviticus - 79 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (1 CD), $40.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $76.00

Sermons on Deuteronomy - 110 lectures by R.J. Rushdoony on mp3 (2 CDs), $60.00
Save by getting the book and CD together for only $95.00

Now you can purchase the complete
set of five hardback volumes of the
Pentateuch for $150.00 ($75 savings!)
Pentateuch CD Set (4
Commentary CD Sets)
By R. J. Rushdoony. Rushdoony’s four CD
Commentaries on the Pentateuch (Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy) in one set.
$120... That’s 6 total MP3 CDs containing 383 sermons
for $80 in savings!

Chariots of Prophetic Fire: Studies in Elijah and Elisha
By R. J. Rushdoony. As in the days of Elijah and Elisha,
it is once again said to be a virtue to tolerate evil and
condemn those who do not. This book will challenge you
to resist compromise and the temptation of expediency.
It will help you take a stand by faith for God’s truth in a
culture of falsehoods.
Hardback, 163 pages, indices, $30.00

The Gospel of John
By R. J. Rushdoony. Nothing more clearly reveals the
gospel than Christ’s atoning death and His resurrection.
They tell us that Jesus Christ has destroyed the power
of sin and death. John therefore deliberately limits the
number of miracles he reports in order to point to and
concentrate on our Lord’s death and resurrection. The
Jesus of history is He who made atonement for us, died,
and was resurrected. His life cannot be understood apart
from this, nor can we know His history in any other light.
Hardback, 320 pages, indices, $26.00
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Romans and Galatians
By R. J. Rushdoony. From the author’s introduction:
“I do not disagree with the liberating power of the
Reformation interpretation, but I believe that it provides
simply the beginning of our understanding of Romans,
not its conclusion.... The great problem in the church’s
interpretation of Scripture has been its ecclesiastical
orientation, as though God speaks only to the church,
and commands only the church. The Lord God speaks in and through
His Word to the whole man, to every man, and to every area of life and
thought…. This is the purpose of my brief comments on Romans.”

Tithing and Dominion
By Edward A. Powell and R. J. Rushdoony. God’s
Kingdom covers all things in its scope, and its immediate
ministry includes, according to Scripture, the ministry
of grace (the church), instruction (the Christian and
homeschool), help to the needy (the diaconate), and many
other things. God’s appointed means for financing His
Kingdom activities is centrally the tithe. This work affirms
that the Biblical requirement of tithing is a continuing
aspect of God’s law-word and cannot be neglected.
Hardback, 146 pages, index, $12.00

Hardback, 446 pages, indices, $24.00

Hebrews, James and Jude
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Book of Hebrews is a
summons to serve Christ the Redeemer-King fully and
faithfully, without compromise. When James, in his
epistle, says that faith without works is dead, he tells
us that faith is not a mere matter of words, but it is of
necessity a matter of life. “Pure religion and undefiled”
requires Christian charity and action. Anything short
of this is a self-delusion. Jude similarly recalls us to Jesus Christ’s apostolic
commission, “Remember ye the words which have been spoken before by
the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ” (v. 17). Jude’s letter reminds us of
the necessity for a new creation beginning with us, and of the inescapable
triumph of the Kingdom of God.

A Comprehensive Faith
Edited by Andrew Sandlin. This is the surprise Festschrift
presented to R. J. Rushdoony at his 80th birthday
celebration in April, 1996. These essays are in gratitude
to Rush’s influence and elucidate the importance of his
theological and philosophical contributions in numerous
fields. Contributors include Theodore Letis, Brian Abshire,
Steve Schlissel, Joe Morecraft III, Jean-Marc Berthoud,
Byron Snapp, Samuel Blumenfeld, Christine and Thomas Schirrmacher,
Herbert W. Titus, Ellsworth McIntyre, Howard Phillips, Ian Hodge,
and many more. Also included is a foreword by John Frame and a brief
biographical sketch of R. J. Rushdoony’s life by Mark Rushdoony.
Hardback, 244 pages, $23.00

Hardback, 260 pages, $30.00

Sermon on the Mount
By R. J. Rushdoony. So much has been written about the
Sermon on the Mount, but so little of the commentaries
venture outside of the matters of the heart. The Beatitudes
are reduced to the assumed meaning of their more popular
portions, and much of that meaning limits our concerns
to downplaying wealth, praying in secret, suppressing
our worries, or simply reciting the Lord’s Prayer. The
Beatitudes are the Kingdom commission to the new Israel of God, and R.
J. Rushdoony elucidates this powerful thesis in a readable and engaging
commentary on the world’s greatest sermon.
Hardback, 150 pages, $20.00
Sermon on the Mount CD Set (12 CDs), $96.00
Sermon on the Mount Book & CD Set (12 CDs), $99.00

Sermons in Obadiah & Jonah
By R. J. Rushdoony. In his study of Obadiah, Rushdoony
condemns the “spiritual Edomites” of our day who believe
evildoers have the power to frustrate the progress of the
Kingdom of God. In Jonah, he demonstrates that we play
the part of Jonah when we second-guess God, complain
about the work He gives us, or are peevish when outcomes
are not to our liking.

Noble Savages: Exposing the Worldview of Pornographers and
Their War Against Christian Civilization
By R. J. Rushdoony. In this powerful book Noble Savages
(formerly The Politics of Pornography) Rushdoony
demonstrates that in order for modern man to justify his
perversion he must reject the Biblical doctrine of the fall of
man. If there is no fall, the Marquis de Sade argued, then
all that man does is normative. What is the problem? It’s
the philosophy behind pornography — the rejection of the fall of man that
makes normative all that man does. Learn it all in this timeless classic.
Paperback, 161 pages, $18.00

In His Service: The Christian Calling to Charity
By R. J. Rushdoony. The Christian faith once meant that
a believer responded to a dark world by actively working
to bring God’s grace and mercy to others, both by word
and by deed. However, a modern, self-centered church has
isolated the faith to a pietism that relinquishes charitable
responsibility to the state. The end result has been the
empowering of a humanistic world order. In this book,
Rushdoony elucidates the Christian’s calling to charity and its implications
for Godly dominion.
Hardback, 232 pages, $23.00

Paperback, 84 pages, indices, $9.00

Taking Dominion
Christianity and the State
By R. J. Rushdoony. This book develops the Biblical view
of the state against the modern state’s humanism and
its attempts to govern all spheres of life. It reads like a
collection of essays on the Christian view of the state and
the return of true Christian government.

A House for God: Building a Kingdom-Driven Family
Christian parents are called to establish Kingdom-driven
families. To aid in this calling, Christian author and
education expert, Andrea Schwartz has carefully put
together this collection of essays entitled A House for God:
Building a Kingdom-Driven Family.
Paperback, 120 pages, $14.00

Hardback, 192 pages, indices, $18.00
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Salvation and Godly Rule

Infallibility and Interpretation

By R. J. Rushdoony. Salvation in Scripture includes in its
meaning “health” and “victory.” By limiting the meaning
of salvation, men have limited the power of God and the
meaning of the Gospel. In this study R. J. Rushdoony
demonstrates the expanse of the doctrine of salvation as it
relates to the rule of the God and His people.

By R. J. Rushdoony & P. Andrew Sandlin. The authors
argue for infallibility from a distinctly presuppositional
perspective. That is, their arguments are unapologetically
circular because they believe all ultimate claims are based
on one’s beginning assumptions. The question of Biblical
infallibility rests ultimately in one’s belief about the
character of God.

Paperback, 661 pages, indices, $35.00

Paperback, 100 pages, $6.00

A Conquering Faith: Doctrinal Foundations for Christian
Reformation

Infallibility: An Inescapable Concept

By William Einwechter. This monograph takes on
the doctrinal defection of today’s church by providing
Christians with an introductory treatment of six vital
areas of Christian doctrine: God’s sovereignty, Christ’s
Lordship, God’s law, the authority of Scripture, the
dominion mandate, and the victory of Christ in history.

Booklet, 69 pages, $2.00

Paperback, 44 pages, $8.00

By R. J. Rushdoony. Infallibility is an inescapable
concept. If men refuse to ascribe infallibility to
Scripture, it is because the concept has been transferred
to something else. Booklet now part of the author’s
Systematic Theology.

Predestination in Light of the Cross
By John B. King, Jr. The author defends the predestination
of Martin Luther while providing a compellingly systematic
theological understanding of predestination. This book will
give the reader a fuller understanding of the sovereignty of
God.
Paperback, 314 pages, $24.00

A Word in Season: Daily Messages on the Faith for All of Life (7 Volumes)
By R. J. Rushdoony. In these pages, you won’t find the overly introspective
musings of a Christian pietist; what you’ll discover are the hard-hitting
convictions of a man whose sole commitment was faithfulness to God’s lawword and representing that binding Word to his readers.

Get all 7 volumes as a set for only $84.00
Vol. 1, Paperback, 152 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 2, Paperback, 144 pages, $12.00
Vol. 3, Paperback, 134 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 4, Paperback, 146 pages, $12.00
Vol. 5, Paperback, 176 pages, $12.00 • Vol. 6, Paperback, 149 pages, $12.00
Vol. 7, Paperback, 138 pages, $12.00

Theology
Systematic Theology (in two volumes)
By R. J. Rushdoony. Theology belongs in the
pulpit, the school, the workplace, the family
and everywhere. Society as a whole is weakened
when theology is neglected. Without a systematic
application of theology, too often people approach
the Bible with a smorgasbord mentality, picking
and choosing that which pleases them. This two-volume set addresses this
subject in order to assist in the application of the Word of God to every area
of life and thought.
Hardback, 1301 pages, indices, $70.00

The Necessity for Systematic Theology
By R. J. Rushdoony. Scripture gives us as its underlying
unity a unified doctrine of God and His order. Theology
must be systematic to be true to the God of Scripture.
Booklet now part of the author’s Systematic Theology.
Booklet, 74 pages, $2.00

Sovereignty
By R. J. Rushdoony. The doctrine of sovereignty is a crucial
one. By focusing on the implications of God’s sovereignty
over all things, in conjunction with the law-word of God,
the Christian will be better equipped to engage each and
every area of life. Since we are called to live in this world,
we must bring to bear the will of our Sovereign Lord in all
things.
Hardback, 519 pages, $40.00

The Church Is Israel Now
By Charles D. Provan. For the last century, Christians have
been told that God has an unconditional love for persons
racially descended from Abraham. Membership in Israel is
said to be a matter of race, not faith. This book repudiates
such a racialist viewpoint and abounds in Scripture
references which show that the blessings of Israel were
transferred to all those who accept Jesus Christ.
Paperback, 74 pages, $12.00

The Guise of Every Graceless Heart
By Terrill Irwin Elniff. An extremely important and fresh
study of Puritan thought in early America. On Biblical
and theological grounds, Puritan preachers and writers
challenged the autonomy of man, though not always
consistently.
Hardback, 120 pages, $7.00

The Great Christian Revolution
By Otto Scott, Mark R. Rushdoony, R. J. Rushdoony, John
Lofton, and Martin Selbrede. A major work on the impact
of Reformed thinking on our civilization. Some of the
studies, historical and theological, break new ground and
provide perspectives previously unknown or neglected.
Hardback, 327 pages, $22.00
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Keeping Our Sacred Trust
Edited by Andrew Sandlin. This book is a trumpet blast
heralding a full-orbed, Biblical, orthodox Christianity. The
hope of the modern world is not a passive compromise
with passing heterodox fads, but aggressive devotion to the
time-honored Faith “once delivered to the saints.”
Paperback, 167 pages, $19.00

The Incredible Scofield and His Book
By Joseph M. Canfield. This powerful and fully
documented study exposes the questionable background
and faulty theology of the man responsible for the
popular Scofield Reference Bible, which did much to
promote the dispensational system.
Paperback, 394 pages, $24.00

The Lordship of Christ
The author shows that to limit Christ’s work in history to
salvation and not to include lordship is destructive of the
faith and leads to false doctrine.
Booklet, 29 pages, $2.50

The Will of God, or the Will of Man?
By Mark R. Rushdoony. God’s will and man’s will are both
involved in man’s salvation, but the church has split in
answering the question, “Whose will is determinative?”
Pamplet, $1.00

Pierre Viret: The Angel of the Reformation
This publication marks the five-hundredth anniversary
of the birth of Pierre Viret with the first full biography
in English of this remarkable and oft-overlooked early
Reformer. R. A. Sheats pens the fascinating history
and life of this important early light of the Protestant
Reformation who, after nearly five centuries of relative
obscurity, is now enjoying a renewed interest in his
history and scholarship. The republication comes at its
proper time, inspiring future generations to continue the work of advancing
Christ’s Kingdom throughout the world.
Hardback, 323 pages, $30.00

Woman of the House: A Mother’s Role
in Building a Christian Culture
In true Titus 2 fashion, Andrea Schwartz challenges women
to reexamine several fundamental aspects of motherhood in
light of Scripture. Beginning with a consideration of God’s
character and concluding with an invigorating charge to
faithfulness, Andrea connects the dots between God’s reality
and a mother’s duty.
Paperback, 103 pages, $14.00

Family Matters: Read Aloud Stories
of Responsibility and Self-Discipline
Unless children are taught self-discipline early, they move
into their adult years without a sense of personal, familial,
or societal responsibility. The stories are meant to be
read by parents and children together and serve as useful
conversation starters to educate boys and girls so they can
be effective citizens in the Kingdom of God.
Paperback, 48 pages, $10.00

The Biblical Trustee Family:
Understanding God’s Purpose for Your Household
By Andrea Schwartz. God’s basic institution is the family,
and the Biblical family lives and operates in terms of a
calling greater than itself - the Kingdom of God. In an age
when the family is disparaged, warred against, and treated
as a mere convention, it becomes the duty of Christians to
bring God’s plan for the family to listening ears.
Paperback, 109 pages, $16.00

Eschatology
Thy Kingdom Come: Studies in Daniel and Revelation
By R. J. Rushdoony. Revelation’s details are often
perplexing, even baffling, and yet its main meaning
is clear—it is a book about victory. It tells us that our
faith can only result in victory. This victory is celebrated
in Daniel and elsewhere, in the entire Bible. These
eschatological texts make clear that the essential good
news of the entire Bible is victory, total victory.
Paperback, 271 pages, $19.00

Thine is the Kingdom: A Study of the Postmillennial Hope

Culture
Toward a Christian Marriage
Edited by Elizabeth Fellerson. The law of God makes
clear how important and how central marriage is. Our
Lord stresses the fact that marriage is our normal calling.
This book consists of essays on the importance of a proper
Christian perspective on marriage.
Hardback, 43 pages, $8.00

Back Again Mr. Begbie:
The Life Story of Rev. Lt. Col. R.J.G. Begbie OBE
This biography is more than a story of the three careers
of one remarkable man. It is a chronicle of a son of
old Christendom as a leader of Christian revival in the
twentieth century. Personal history shows the greater
story of what the Holy Spirit can and does do in the
evangelization of the world.
Paperback, 357 pages, $24.00

False eschatological speculation is destroying the church
today, by leading her to neglect her Christian calling. In
this volume, edited by Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., the reader
is presented with a blend of Biblical exegesis, theological
reflection, and practical application for faithful Christian
living. Chapters include contemporary writers Keith A.
Mathison, William O. Einwechter, Jeffrey Ventrella, and
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., as well as chapters by giants of the
faith Benjamin B. Warfield and J.A. Alexander.
Paperback, 260 pages, $22.00

God’s Plan for Victory
By R. J. Rushdoony. The founder of the Christian
Reconstruction movement set forth in potent, cogent
terms the older Puritan vision of the irrepressible
advancement of Christ’s kingdom by His faithful saints
employing the entire law-Word of God as the program for
earthly victory.
Booklet, 41 pages, $6.00
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Fiction (Storehouse Press)

The Glass Bridge (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 7)
By Lee Duigon. Can faith do what pride and power can’t? In obedience to
God, the boy king, Ryons, with only half his tiny army, crosses the mountains
to invade the Thunder King’s domains.
Confronted by perils they can barely understand, with no safe choices set
before them, the heroes of Obann must risk their lives on the glass bridge that
can only be crossed by faith.
Paperback, 308 pages, $18.00

The Glass Bridge (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 8)

Purchase the
8 volume set for
$
99.00 (Reg. $136.00)

King Ryons has led his tiny army into the heart of the Thunder King’s
dominion. Ahead lies the impregnable fortress of the enemy, defended by
the destructive powers of the ancient world. His enemies work to abolish his
kingdom and restore the defeated Oligarchy. Can the boy king’s few remaining loyalists stop them?
Paperback, 284 pages, $18.00

Hidden In Plain Sight (Bubble Head Series, Vol. 1)
By M. G. Selbrede. Young physicist Jenna Wilkes has
done the impossible—and the whole scientific world
is shaking on its pillars. Could it be that conventional
science has misunderstood the very fabric of the
universe? Could there be infinitely more to it than
anyone has ever guessed? Could science’s whole concept
of reality be ... unreal?
Paperback, 334 pages, $15.00

Bell Mountain (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 1)
By Lee Duigon. The world is going to end … as soon as Jack and Ellayne
ring the bell on top of Bell Mountain. No one has ever climbed the
mountain, and no one has ever seen the bell. But the children have a divine
calling to carry out the mission, and it sweeps them into high adventure.
Great for young adults.
Paperback, 288 pages, $14.00

The Cellar Beneath the Cellar (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 2)
By Lee Duigon. A world’s future lies buried in its distant past. Barbarian
armies swarm across the mountains, driven by a terrifying vision of a
merciless war god on earth. While a nation rallies its defenses, a boy and a
girl must find the holy writings that have been concealed for 2,000 years;
and the man who was sent to kill them must now protect them at all costs.
Paperback, 288 pages, $16.00

The Thunder King (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 3)
By Lee Duigon. The Thunder King’s vast army encamps against the city, a
ring of fire and steel. But treason brews inside the city walls... The tiny army
of the Lord is on the march against the undefeated horde, in bold obedience
to a divine command; but the boy king, Ryons, marches all alone across an
empty land. The Lost Books of Scripture have been found.
Paperback, 288 pages, $16.00

The Last Banquet (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 4)
By Lee Duigon. In the wake of a barbarian invasion, chaos sweeps across
Obann. The boy king and his faithful chiefs try to restore order before the
Heathen come again - not knowing that this time, the Thunder King himself
will lead his armies. What is the secret of the man behind the Thunder
King’s golden mask? Who will survive God’s shaking of the world?
Paperback, 338 pages, $18.00

The Fugitive Prince (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 5)
By Lee Duigon. The powers wielded by the men of ancient times destroyed
all their cities in a single day. Will those powers now be turned against
Obann? There is a new Thunder King in the East, and new threats against
the West. The City of Obann seethes with treason and plots against King
Ryons - and an ignorant slave-boy must defend the rightful king’s throne.
And from the Lost Book of King Ozias emerges the first glimmer of God’s
promise of a Savior.
Paperback, 370 pages, $18.00

The Journal of Christian Reconstruction
Vol. 2, No. 1, Symposium on Christian Economics $6.50
Vol. 2, No. 2, Symposium on Biblical Law $6.50
Vol. 5, No. 1, Symposium on Politics $6.50
Vol. 5, No. 2, Symposium on Puritanism and Law $6.50
Vol. 7, No. 1, Symposium on Inflation $6.50
Vol. 10, No. 1, Symposium on the Media and the Arts $6.50
Vol. 10, No. 2, Symposium on Christianity and Business $6.50
Vol. 11, No. 1, Symposium on the Reformation in the Arts and Media $6.50
Vol. 11, No. 2, Symposium on the Education of the Core Group $6.50
Vol. 12, No. 1, Symposium on the Constitution and Political Theology $6.50
Vol. 12, No. 2, Symposium on the Biblical Text and Literature $6.50
Vol. 13, No. 1, Symposium on Change in the Social Order $6.50
Vol. 13, No. 2, Symposium on Decline & Fall of the West/Return of Christendom $6.50
Vol. 14, No. 1, Symposium on Reconstruction in the Church and State $6.50
Vol. 14, No. 2, Symposium on the Reformation $6.50
Vol. XV, Symposium on Eschatology $6.50
Vol. XVI, The 25th Anniversary Issue $9.50
Journal of Christian Reconstruction Set $100.00

Special CD Message Series by Rushdoony
A History of Modern Philosophy

The United States Constitution

8 CDs) $64.00

(4 CDs) $32.00

Epistemology: The Christian
Philosophy of Knowledge

Economics, Money & Hope

The Palace (Bell Mountain Series, Vol. 6)

(10 CDs) $80.00

By Lee Duigon. In the sixth installment of the Bell Mountain Series, God’s
judgment hangs over the great city of Obann; but in the endless maze of
halls and corridors and offices inside the Palace, power-hungry men enter
into secret dealings with Obann’s archenemy, the Thunder King.
Paperback, 321 pages, $18.00

Apologetics

(3 CDs) $24.00

Postmillennialism in America

(3 CDs) $24.00

(2 CDs-2 lectures per disc) $20.00

The Crown Rights of Christ the King

A Critique of Modern Education

(6 CDs) $48.00

(4 CDs) $32.00

English History
(5 CDs) $40.00
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